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Seen&Heard Devaluation Predicted
Around
To Produce Half Million
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New Jobs For U.S. Workers
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Two of the nicest people we WASHINGTON ( UPI —The
know are Don and Eueldene administration believes the new
Robinson
greement to devalue the dollar
adjust international currenIt seems as though we will have cy exchange rates wW eventueither a white Christmas, or a ally produce more than half a
wet Christmas, or both.
million new jobs for American
workers.
Two nice calls from Guy President Nixon, in hailing
Turner and Alois Jones. Both the weekend settlement as "the
were in the Battle of the Bulge. most significant monetary
Guy was with the Second Division agreement in the history of the
and Alois was with a new world," stressed international
Division near Malmedy. Guy economic stability rather than
wonders how many local men domestic dividends.
were in the Bulge. We've already
But members of his adnunismentioned Ralph McCuiston and tration stepped in to offer tJae
Robert Hendon.
ng siteitiedi
unemp -mes.:-4'
,-loy
of the arrangement under
A good gift in the mail, several whiFh the United States will
different kinds of cheeses. We devalue the dollar by 7.89 per
have already consumed some of cent and the major free world
the cheddar cheese. The Blue traders will up the exchange
Cheese was scrumptious. The value of their currencies by an
last thing we ate was the Swiss average of 12 per cent. The
Cheese. There are still several dollar devaluation —to be
more different kinds of cheeses. accomplished by raising the
These go well with a big glass of
buttermilk, fresh crackers, and a
pro football game.
We got hooked up on
Cablevision last week so we could
see all the football we wanted to.
We have been using the tower we
put up when we built the house
five years ago, but the reception
was rather uncertain on
everything except the Paducah
station. We watched football all
of yesterday afternoon and ended
up on the west coast with the
Detroit Lions and the FortyNiners.

Satellite
Launched
On Sunday

price of gold from $35 an ounce ge. The development will have
to $38 —will take place once little impact on what the dollar
Congress approves, presumably is worth domestically —alearly next year.
though imports ranging front
More Trade, More Jobs
German cars to Japanese color
Both Peter B. Peterson, TV sets will cost American
Nixon's assistant for interna- buyers more
tional economic affairs, and Travel overseas will coot
Donald Rumsfeld, director of Americans more also --but that
the Cost of Living Council, may persuade more people to
agreed that between 500,000 and take stateside vacations, im667,000 American jobs could be proving both the trade balance
created. Peterson said the total and the domestic economy.
might eventually reach three- Exporters will find U.S. proquarters of a million
ducts more competitive in
Peterson told newsmen Sun- overseas markets, a situation
day hegpased his jobs estimate which should result in more
on Lite theory that 60,000 to sales and more jobs
80,000 jobs will be created for Dr
Samuelson,
Paul A
every $1 billion improvement in Harvard professor and Nobel
the U.S. trade balance.
Prize winner said the increase
Most estirriates of the impact in valuation for foreign currenof Saturday's agreement among cies is important :because now
the 10 wealthiest non-Commu• American factories and workni.st nations calculate a $s ers will become 12 per cent
billion improvement in the US. more competitive in selling
trade balance. This should goods abroad. American jobs at
occur once the country starts home can better be preserved
selling more than it is buying against competition from Japafrom abroad.
nese or German imports now
Import, Travel Costs Rise
that the dollar is no longer an
The devaluation of the dollar overvalued currency."
and upward valuation of the
'Vital First Step'
other currencies are intended to Samuelson, in a dispatch
narrow the gap that has existed written for UPI assessing the
for years between the dollar situation, also stressed the
and other currencies when it
comes to international exchan- (Continued on Page Ten)

By AL ROSSITERJr.
UPI Space Writer
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) —A
large new communications satellite circled earth today,
awaiting the final orbital step
in a $29.5 million mission to add
thousands of Trans-Atlantic
Our blond Squirrel is getting telephone circuits to
the com- By United Press International
more and more blond. He is a mercial
wail multi-colored lights The tree has over 1600 lights on It and
Pakistan at the United Nations.
A STAR—LIT TREE—Santa surely won't miss H.T.
service.
Agha Mohammad lahys He rushed
variant and is strictly like the The Intelsat 4
Is
topped by a three-foot star. Mr Waldrop has been decorating
house.
yard
of
the
front
the
back to Pakistan
Waldrop's house In Murray. In
spacecraft was
Khan resigned as president of
other Squirrels with the ex- launched Sunday night
Wilson Woolle%
and lighting the tree since 1937.
located at 707 'Slain St., is a 44-foot high magnolia tree all aglow
into a Pakistan today following his today, arriving only-- hour&
• ception of his blond to buff
before Yahya stepped aside to,
great egg-shaped orbit reaching
nation's defeat at the hands of
coloring.
22,300 miles high. It was the
India. He turned over power to let him take over the governlast space shot of the year from
Zulfigar All Bhatto, a powerful ment.
Regular Gray Squirrels are the cape
and project officials
leftvring politicain who became Bhutto is head of the
nearly black on top with the tail said
it was flawless.
Pakistan's first civilian ruler in Pakistan Peoples' party—West
the same way with the exception "I couldn't
GREEN, Ky.
BOWLING
have a better
Pakistan's most powerful politi13 years.
of the edges of the tail which is Christmas gift,"
said George P.
(UPI) — State Trooper William
Bhutto, who said he would cal group. Bhutto had been
white.
Two breakins at local business found that about $45 to $50 were
Sampson, vice president for
H. Barrett was shot to death
address the nation today, told a noted for his pro-Peking polioperations for the Comsat
from ambush Sunday in front Beginning January 1, driver's places, and a theft at a parking missing from the cash in the
foreign
cies
when
he
served
as
cheering crowd on hand to
Happiness is in the mind, not in Corp., which owns the
new
of his home in nearby Rock- licenses will not be issued by the lot were reported to the Murray machines, according to the police
greet him when his plane minister under Ayub, although
material things.
State of Kentucky to persons who Police Department on Saturday.
satellite along with 80 partner
field.
report.
landed at Rawalpindi airport he said he was not a
have no Social Security number, Elmer Sholar said his place of
nations in the consortium called
officer
was
the
Police said
Terry Rudd of Benton Route
today that "my first priority is Communist. However, with a
What each man believes is in Intelsat.
of
Circuit
the
office
according
to
business,
Sholar's Auto Repair at Four reported the theft of a wheel
com- killed with a shotgun blast
his heart and he is under no Controllers carefully moni- to raise the morale of the background of political
Blalock.
Clerk
James
Court
209 South 7th Street, was broken and tire from his 1962 Chevrolet
when he got out of his police
to save
the promise, he was expected to
compunction to display his tored the satellite's radioed people and
car after returning from his The clerk's office has been into on Friday night, according to while it was parked in the lot of
continue
the
pro-American
policountry."
beliefs to anyone else. He must engineering reports before
shift at the state police post asking for Social Security the report to the city police at The Hut on North 15th Street.
Yahya bowed to mounting cy Pakistan has had during the
live with himself first, then af- sending a command to fire a
numbers for some time, but have 9:44 a.m. Saturday. Entry was Rudd told police
here.
war.
the right front
pressure from both civilian and
terwards, others.
been accepting license ap- gained by breaking a window and wheel
small rocket motor aboard the
Barrett,
35,
manPolice
said
and tire had been stolen
military circles angered at the Although Butto becomes Paspacecraft to kick it into a
aged to fire one shot at his as- plications from persons who do approximately one dollar in causing the car to drop down on
loss of East Pakistan, which kistan's first civilian president
stationary orbit above Ecuador.
salient
before the suspect drove not have the numbers, Blalock pennies and seventy-five cents in the ground. The left lug nuts
since
Ayub
took
over
in
1958,
became the independent nation
said.
nickles were stolen from the were left on the ground by the
The final
major orbital
off.
of Bangle Desh after the 14-day martial law may continue--at
maneuver was scheduled for
pronounced dead These applications will not be business, according to the police car, Rudd told the police.
Barrett
was
least
for
the
time
being.
war with India that ended
processed at Frankfort after report.
12:25 p.m. EST.
on arrival at a hospital.
had
ruled In addition to the presidency,
Friday. Yahya
Drizzle dnd Sleet hampered
1, 1972, the clerk added. Saturday night about ten
January
In such a stationary orbit, a
An
alert
was
issued
for
the
of
chief
Pakistan since March 25, 1969, he also holds the title
travel today from the Great
who have never ob- o'clock while on patrol duty, Sgt.
Persons
spacecraft's orbital speed matby
when he took over from another martial law administrator, ac- trooper's slayer, described
Lakes across the Ohio Valley to
tained a Social Security number Paul Jerry Lee and Patrolmen
ches Earth's rotation and the
police
as
an
unidentified
white
Pakistan.
cording
to
Radio
military man, Mohammad
the Appalachians.
will have to apply for one before Gene Parker of the City Police
satellite remains over one point
Pakistan
has
been
under man.
Ayub Khan.
In the Northwest, rain fell
they can receive a driver's observed the window on the west
on earth.
been
staBarrett,
who
had
Bhutto, 43, had been named martial law since Oct. 7, 1958,
along the North Pacific Coast
post license. This includes women side of Sykes Cafe, 100 Maple
police
tioned
state
at
the
nudged
can
be
when
Ayub
Intelsat
4
took
over.
The
foreign minister by Yahya at
with scattered snow inland as
here since 1967, was a former who have never worked and who Street, had been broken open and
around the equator by gas jets the outset of the war with India
far as the Dakotas.
Security the juke box and cigarette
The
terse
communique
spellTennessee
state policeman sta- have never had a Social
and had been representing ing Yahya Khan's apparent
Three persons, injured in acThunderstorms were active controlled from Earth.
people
who machine broken open.
young
well
as
card
as
tioned at Cookeville, Tenn.
cidents,
were treated at the
along the Gulf Coast as ram
card
applied
for
a
yet
have
not
downfall came little more than
The police called the owner,
He was married and the fafollowed a moist air flow
Blalock said
two days after Pakistan heeded ther of two children.
Byron Sykes, who checked and emergency room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
northward to the mid-Atlantic
an Indian call for a cease-fire Services were scheduled to-.
Friday and Sunday, according to
states and the lower Midwest.
in their 14-day war, and three day at the J. C. Kirby Funeral
hospital officials.
Elsewhere, fair skies were
days after the capitulation of Home here. Burial will be
the rule.
Pakistani forces in the seces- Tuesday in Woodbury, Term.
Donnie Hardin, age 27, was
Arctic cold stabbed Maine
sionist province of East Pakistreated for an injury of the left
and the mercury skidded to
elbow which he sustained in a fall
Winners
in
the
Home Kathryn Simmons, daughter of tan, newly proclaimed as the
below zero early today. In
nation of Bangle Deals.
from a trailer at Paschall Truck
Three traffic collisions were Dodge two
Decoration
Contest,
sponsored
by
Mrs.
A.
W.
Simmons,
Jr.,
Mr.
and
contrast, Florida retained its
door hardtop driven Lines on
Sunday.
investigated by the Murray by
At the cease-fire line on the
the Garden Department of the Hazel Highway.
Edward Carroll Stallons of
balmy warmth
Police
Department
on
Sunday
Murray
western
Woman's
Club,
have
front,
Indian
military
F:d Odom, age 20, of 101 North
First place plaques have been
Cadiz Route Two and a 1966
Temperatures around
the
between eleven a.m. and three
nation this morning ranged been announced by the com- made to be placed at the homes of sources in the Kashmir town of The Murray Fare Department
Chevrolet four door hardtop 16th Street, Murray, suffered a
p.m. No injuries were listed on
mittee.
They
are
as
follows:
correUdhampur
told
UPI
the
first
place
winners,
and
from 25 below zero at Houlton,
driven by William Taylor Rose of small laceration of the upper lip
answered a call this morning at the reports filed by the
officers. 1101 FairLane Drive, Murray.
Whole yard: First, Mr. and ribbons will be mailed to those spondent M.G. Sriruith that
in an automobile accident. He
Maine, to 75 at Key West Naval
Olean
Mcto
the
home
of
7:30
The collisions occurred while it
Mrs. William Jones, 1108 Elm winning second place and Pakistani forces holding territoAir Station, Key West, Fla.
Rose, going south on South llth was treated at the emergency
Clanahan at 706 Poplar Street. was raining
or sleeting in Street,
Street; second, Mr. and Mrs. A. honorable mention, committee ry five to seven miles inside
pulled out into the path of room at 908 p.m. Friday.
Firemen said the fire from an Murray.
R. Hatcher, 1504 Glendale Road; members said.
India had set fire to four Indian
the Stallons car, going east on Thomas I,. Carraway of 522
electrical short in one of the units
Cars involved in a collision on
and honorable mention, Mr. and
The judges from out of town villages, including Chhamb, on the cook stove was out on their
Sycamore Street, causing the South 7th Street was examined at
Main Street at 11:44 a.m. were a
Mrs. H. W. Hatcher, 701 South 9th based their decisions on the basis where one of the biggest battles arrival. No
Dodge to hit the Chevrolet in the the emergency room at 6:15 p.m.
damage was
1968 Volkswagen two door owned
Street.
of originality, design, and of the war was fought.
right rear part of the car, ac- Friday. He was suffering from
reported.
By United Press International
by
W.
G.
Tichenor
and
driven
by
Doorway: First, Misses Sue proportion, a spokesman said
The sources said that towercording to the police report, The pain in the lower back. Carraway
Occasional rain ending west and Martha Hughes, 1636 Farmer The spokesman further said that ing flames were visible from
Charles Roger Tichenor of Rose
car then spun around hitting had been involved in a two car
PUPPIES
FREE
and central Kentucky today and Avenue; second, tie between the judges were impressed by the the Indian front lines on the
Calhoun Route Two, and a 1971 the
stop sign at llth and collision at the intersection of U.
eastern section of the state Miss Lillian Tate, Oxford Drive, quality of craftmanship in the eastern bank of the Munnawar Three female puppies, part Pinto two door owned by Gene
S. Highway 641 North and the
tonight. Clouds diminishing and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald entries and would have liked to Tawi River across from Labrador Retriever and Bird Thurmond and driven ny
oContinued on Page Ten)
Highway 121 Bypass on Friday at
Dog, are free to persons for pets Timothy Allen Thurmond of
Tuesday afternoon. Only minor Churchill, Cardinal Drive; and have
Chhamb.
were
civilians
All
given
each
entry
753-2462.
information
call
4:30
For
p.m. which was reported in
temperature changes through honorable mention, Mr. and Mrs. recognition.
TRAPPED
BURGLAR
Murray
Route
Six.
believed to have fled the area
Tuesday. Highs today in the 50s. Don Robinson, 808 North 18th The contest committee ex- at the outbreak of the war
Police said both cars were PORI, Finland (UP!)—Detec- Saturday's Ledger & Times.
Lows tonight in the 30s. Highs Street.
going east on Main Street when tives were surprised upon
com- EDIBLE LITTER
ftwalwapindi
pressed their appreciation to the The
Tuesday in the mid 40s to the mid
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—In a Tichenor stopped for a car in receiving a distress call during
Window: First, Mrs. Vernon persons entering the contest for munique was issued shortly
Now You Know
50s.
Hale, 713 Olive Street; second, their cooperation, and said they after the government-run Radio move to reduce litter in the front of him to make a left turn, the night which said, "This is By United Press International
EXTENDED FORECAST
Mrs. Homer Farris, 1707 Ryan; would welcome suggestions for Pakistan interrupted an Urdu parks, authorities have decreed Thurmond was unable to stop in the burglar, please pick me up
Extended outlook-Wednesday and honorable mention, Mrs. ways to improve the
Dum dum bullets, prohibited
broadcast Sunday that henceforth cotton candy time to avoid hitting the Tichenor and jail me."
categories of language
through Friday.
a for military use by internationJerry Hopkins, 1103 Elm Street. competition from the public.
night and announced that will be spun on breadsticks car in the rear end, according to Investigations disclosed
Chance of showers Wednesday Outdoor tree: First, Mr. and
man had broken into a tire al treaty, are so called because
the poice report.
The Garden Department has Yahya Khan will resign and instead of paper cones.
and in east portion early Thur- Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, Main Street, sponsored
factory
and was chased by a they were first made in the 19th
Volkswagen
Damage
to
the
"If
the
youngsters
don't
eat
appoint
government.
a
civilian
the
Christmas
century at the British army
sday, otherwise partly cloudy (only entry).
Decoration Contest for many The brief announcement also the bread sticks, the birds was on the rear end and to the guard dog into the factory
with no important temperature Children's Christmas: First,
office. He had no escape route arsenal at Dum Dum, India,
years to call attention to talents came after demonstrators will," observed a spokesman Pinto on the left front
changes. Lows mostly in the mid Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Outland,
for several hours and called about 30 miles from the border
11081 in decorating for the Christmas paraded through Rawalpind for the city Recreation and The second report was filed at
of what is now Bangla flesh.
30s. Highs upper 40s to 50s.
12112 p.m. Involved were a 1965 police in desperation.
Parks Commission.
Circarama Drive; second Miss season
shouting, "Hang Yahya."

Pakistan President
Resigns This Morning

Alert Issued For
Slayer Of Trooper

Social Security
1 Number Necessary
For Driver License

Breakins Reported
Here Over Weekend

Drizzle, Sleet
Hampei Travel

Persons, Injured
In Accidents Are
Treated, Hospital

Decoration Contest
Winners Announced

Auto Collisions Occur On Rain
Slick Streets In Murray Sunday

Firemen Called To
McClanahan Home

The Weather
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Murray State College has been granted $63,800 by the National
Science Foundation to conduct a summer science institute for
high school teachers,according to President Ralph H. Woods.
J.G. Crawford, a Paducah construction contractor, formerly of
Murray, is the new president of the Associated General Contractors of America. Lynn Lassiter of Murray was named as an
associate advisory council member.
Stalls made 19 points for Alrno Elementary School as his team
defeated the Faxon team 50 to 2a in a basketball game.
Jerry Rose, student at the University of Tennessee Medical
School, Memphis, is the guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Rose.
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The Greater Minstrels Show produced by the Murray Lions

Club played to a capacity house December 18 at the Murray High
School auditorium. Soloists were Red Hale, Red Howe, James
Shelton, Harold Douglass, Charles Robertson, RobereMoyer, and
Guthrie Churchill.
The Kirksey Eagles lost to the Brewers Redrnen 75 to 71 in a
basketball game at Kmksey. Woods hit for 38 for Brewers and.
Suiter got 20 for Kirkseee.."-~'
Darrel Shoemaker and Charles Sanders of the W.D. Shoemaker
Seed Company attended the Southern Seed Convention in
Louisville last week.
About 150 new Plymouth automobiles "bubbled" to the bottom
of the Ohio River near Smithland on the morning of December 18
when a barge broke away in a high wind from the towboat,
Winchester, and sank in about 35 feet of water

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
exicorvi vice mitsiDENT
Southern States Industrial Council

The Almanac

Isn't It The Truth

Federation Helps
Greek Families

to keep up with your neighbors,
they would probably be driving
a disposable car too. And what
would the junk yards do if there
were no market for a starter
wotor for a 1969 Dodge or a
*indshield for a 1962 Volvo? In
fact, if the idea caught on, there
would soon be no need for junk
yards at all. The used-up car
would be crunched up and
"recycled" into another
vehicle. It could be made from
plastics, compressed wood or
even paper.
And what would we do with
all the newfound "open
space?"
The used car lot would
probably vanish from the
American scene as well.
Honest Abe and Happy Harry
and Quick Deal Sam ("We'll
take anything in trade") would
have to turn to other forms of
gainful employment, perhaps
as distributors of disposable
cars.
Gone too would be the
discount auto parts store, as
traditional as apple pie or the
demolition derby. There
wouldn't be anything to stock.
Not even a brake shoe or a tail
pipe.
The throw-away automobile,
of course, would hardly be
considered luxury transportation. Small and slow —
but powerful enough to keep up
with freeway congestion — it
would probably make a
Volkswagen look plush by
comparison. But for $400 what
do you expect?
Just look what $400 will buy
you these days in automotive
circles: A set of deluxe tires, or

There recently was quite a
stir raised in automotive circles when a Dutch magazine
reported that a disposable car
would be on the market in a few
year's time.
A disposable car. Imagine
that.
The accusing fingers first
turned to Volkswagen. A flat
denial. Then heads turned
inscrutable
the
toward
engineers at Toyota. Again a
denial that any such vehicle
was in the works.
The whole idea, the magazine
reported, was a car that could
be driven and then replaced,
not repaired. The engine
be
would
compartment
removable and the owner
would merely slide out the
engine from the old car, slip it
into a new one and drive off. It
would cost about $400.
Neat, huh?
There would be virtually no
maintenance except ,or an
occasional glance at the
engine. You wouldn't have to
worry about dents and scrapes
on the fenders. You wouldn't
even have to align the front end
or balance — let alone rotate —
your tires. And you could forget
things like undercoating,
rusting quarter panels or
chrome, paint jobs and worn
upholstery. •
viewing
The concept of
personalized transportation as
a readily disposable commodity is intriguing. If throwaway cars really caught on,
there would be no reason to try
two AM-FM stereo radios, or away auto. Suppose you both
leather upholstery option on a buy your cars at the same time.
Varoom Deluxe, or factory- Yours cost $400, his set him
installed air conditiccing. And back $3,800. By the time you're
that's about it. The disposable ready to trade yours in at 9,000
$400, right?
car would have none of this miles you're out
bric-a-brac. Just think of the Well, the big sedan has lost
depreciation on your neigh- about $800 in the same time.
bor's new sedan and you'll And two years later when
really appreciate the throw- you're on your third car, the

By United Press International
Today is Monday, Dec. 20,
the 354th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
are
stars
morning
The
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Sagittarius.
Harvey Firestone of tire
manufacturing fame was born
Dec. 20, 1868.
On this day in history:
In 1803 the U.S. government
from
over
took
officially
France territory acquired in
the Louisiana Purchase.
In 1864 Union Gen, William
Sherman completed his "March
to the Sea" and arrived at
Savannah, Ga,
In 1922 the 14 Russian
republics combined to form the
,Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
NEW YORK APi — Joe
In 1952 a U.S. Air Force Garagiola, the ballplayer
Globernaster plane crashed at turned television performer.
Moses Lake in Washington blew his lines taping a commercial, cursed and, through a
state, killing 87 servicemen.

A YEAR OF RETREAT
Nineteen seventy-one has been anything but a cheering year for
Americans concerned about their country's economic health and
the survival of a free society. It was a year in which both
economic principles and fundamentals of foreign policy were
abandoned.
As the year drew to an end, confidence in the U.S. dollar ebbed
rapidly in the world's money markets. The Secretary of the
Treasury announced, while on a European trip, that the U.S.
11 any man be in Christ, he is a new creature.—II Corinthians
government is prepared to devalue the dollar—once the symbol of
5:17.
America's strength.
Christ does not promise so much to put a new coat on every
It was only a short time ago that the United States was the
Man, but to put a new man in every coat.
arsenal of democracy, the rebuilder of a free Europe, the hope of
captive peoples in the communist world and the strongest nation
on earth. Ml that has changed in a brief historical period.
eollet.no lopger is in demand because people around
the world no longer have faith in the future of the United States.
by Carl Kiblet Jr.
They aren't convinced that our people have the staying power
necessary for greatness. They see that the American people won't
The art of conversation, like the art of good put their fiscal house in order but, instead, are moving very
state that proved so
manners, is all but lost and what are left are talkers; rapidly towards the type of welfare War II.
after World
Britain
Great
for
disastrous
which is to say that the social world is getting to be
The nations of the world are aware of the deterioration of
like one big cocktail party where everybody talks America's armed forces at a time when the Soviets are increasing
about hirnglelf and nobody listens--not even to their armaments as fast as possible. They take note of the racial
strife in the U.S. 7th Army in Eniope and the appalling relaxation
himself.
of discipline and turn to permissiveness throughout the Army.
"Big talk won't boil the pot."
They are aware that the U.S. government places its hopes on
—American saying
negotiations with the Soviet Union, despite the fact that the
Soviets arm while they talk.
The decline of the tough, bold American spirit is mirrored in
many ways. And the world gets the picutre. Contempt for the
United States was evidenced most strikingly by the glee at the
United Nations when free China was expelled.
Unquestionably, the most dramatic and distrubing change in
foreign policy in 1971 was the Nixon administration's about-face
By VIVIAN BROWN
on Red China.
drcii wer,' orphaned. there 'A
AP Newdeatares Writer
After a quarter-centry of containing Chinese communism, the
but
anything
for
no need
A
NORWALK. Conn .AP,
U.S. now is seeking an accommodations with one of the most
great many Greek children will
relief such as clothing and
dangerous and brutal regimes in modern history. Almost overreceive Christmas gifts from
household supplies, which were
night, American magazines and television channels are overtheir American sponsors this
shipped from the United States
with articles about the "new" China. It is fashionable
flowing
year says Dora Pantos. direcBut by 1961 it no longer was
now to see no evil, hear no evil insofar as Peking is concerned. It
children
give
to
tor of Greek Field Service for
important
is apparent that the United States is moving towards apthe Save the Children Feder-things and it was too expeasement on a collosal scale. America's long role as the major
such
agenship
ation and its cooperating
pensive to pack and
Pacific power is drawing to an end. Red China is likely to achieve
cy The .Community, Developarticles from the United States
by political firmness and image-building what Imperial Japan
ment Foundation, whose headSo th i told sponsorship procould not accomplish at Pearl Harbor.
quarters are here
gram was pot Oil a cash basis
Founded almost 40 years ago.
Truly, the American nation is in disarray. At home, our unand the money was used for
Save the Children aids children.
whatever the child might need.
willingness to work as we did in the past is the root of our
their families and communities
economic trouble. Powerful unions represent a state within a
Villagers, local representain the Southern Appalachian
state, a counter-authority to the authority of government. During
agriculgovernment
tives and
Mountains on Amencan Indian
our period of greatest economic crisis, our seaports were shut
meet with SCF
workers
tural
coonreservations and in many
what need is
down. President George Meany of the AFL-C10 allowed the
decide
to
workers
tnes overseas through the spon
families
the
often
of the United States to address the union delegates but
but
President
greatest,
unship program - which inhaven't the income to allow
treated him in an insulting manner. On docks and in factories and
volves a regular contnbution
them to work projects and that
in many areas of work, unions use what can only be described as
from the sponsors annual colis where the SCE helps
frivileged violence against business, government and workers.
lection of used clothing and a
who do not want to bow to the union bosses. As Arthur Krock said
general self-help fund
For example we might help
The Community Development
not long ago: The picket line is now the supreme law of the
a relief lankily buy 'improved
Foundation assists in initiating
land."
animals' which can produce
and carrying out projects which
In the Congress there is a commendable revolt against foreign
twice as much as the ordinary
meet local needs and utilize loaid. But the demogogic elements continue to demand that goodies
scrawny sheep that also are
cal resources and local -voluntough to tat, says Mrs Panbe lavished on the least productive sectors of our society.
teer labor
tos
Favoritism for the idle is politically fashionable and the principal
Mrs Pantos says many spondevice of those seeking public office.
Another way SCF helps is in
sors now visit their adopted
The United States has never had such need for authentic
the fields where improved irrifamilies when they go to Euleadership, but there is little to be found. When President Nixon
gation can help prOduce better
rope. some even traveling to
fruit and vegetables Another
announced his mission to Peking, which set the stage for the
outlying villages by mule pack
favored project is the building
betrayal of free China, only Sens. John Tower of Texas and Peter
' Families often dig into their- of real imgation canals SO that
Dominick of Colorado spoke out strongly in opposition. Many of
gift for
dowry chests to find
the water may be brought a
the congressmen who should have protested appeasement in Asia
the sponsor Or they might give
miles
four
distant e of three or
and the imposition of the instruments of an unfree society--wage
a or of olive oil or preserves
and price controls—were silent. Hardly any attention is paid to
s self help program enor honey even though they canthe massive deficits which have become a fixture of the Nixon
the
to
people
s
village
-couragt
is
It
it.
with
part
to
not afford
work for their own goals, Mrs
administration. The liberals are laughing at the changes.
terribly important that a sponPantos adds Villagers are reNicholas von Hoffman, the Washington Posts's house radical,
sor accept the gift, and if she
minded that resources obtaincannot use it. see will give it to
happily noted this month that Nixon administration's Family
the American
ed through
another needy family
A.ssistance welfare plan "embodies and makes official one of the
people will reward them for
Mrs Pantos began her career
wildest dreams of the 1950's."
community spirit because they
with Save the Children FederMany Americans understand what has happened in 1971. They
want to improve the standard
ation in 1947 when a contract
resent the turn towards a regimented economy and abandonment
children
for
living
of
the
Greek
with
was drawn up
of old friends and good allies overseas. They oppose a guaranteed
In addition to the sponsor
government to provide free inwage for people who are capable of working. They know
annual
coninvolving
regular
program
land transportation for supplies
States must strengthen its armed forces or lose its
United
the
is
contribthere
a
tributions,
from the United States, and to
freedom. They know the country must have real leadership. And
utor-related program
assist SCE at a local level with
they are hoping that the nation will find such leadership in 1972
' The opportunity to help in
government social workers
the villager
gives
project
when
the
that qational recovery and renewal will begin in the New
and
years.
war
the
After
respect
Year
more than 300.000 Greek / hil
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-'AGE TH

sedan is worth only about
$2,000.
Even if the Spartan
disposable car were to be actually introduced, the chances
are shin it would ever be the
rage here in America. We are
too conditioned to luxury and
the expenses surrounding the
automobiles we're driving now
Even if we own a Volkswagen
we don't blink at the $35 bill
when we take the bug in for
servicing.
And what would we do if we
couldn't drive into a front end
shop to be told we needed $120
worth of shock absorbers and
tie rod ends?
And finally, we all know deep
inside that we've been driving
disposable cars all along.
auto
that
just
It's
manufacturers won't admit it.

Now It's Technical Errors

That Plague Joe Garagiola

A thought for today: American poet Walt Whitman said,
"Once fully enslaved, no nation,
state, city of this easth• ever
afterward resumes its liberty."

Cattle

technical error, the strong language went on the air Thursday.

NBC. producer of -Sale of
the Century.: the program on
which the incident occurred, assured viewers later ''we're ex-

Rustlers Today

Use Powerful Trucks
KING CITY, Calif
The Old West's cattle rustlers
are still on the range but
they've traded in their horses
for high-powered trucks
The California Cattlemen's
Association reports an annual
statewide loss of between 5.000
and 6.000 cattle by rustling
"That's slightly more than a
million dollars a year on the
actual reported losses." William Staiger, executive secretary of the Sacramento-based
association says
Harold Eade, 63, who runs a
22,000-acre spread in the lonely
Diablo mountains east of this
Monterey County town, said
"The losses are getting larger
and we're finding out that more
and more people are getting
hit
Though the ranchers started
losing cattle to rustlers five
years ago, the problem recently
became so bad that the state
Bureau of Livestock Identification assigned two full-time
investigators to the area
Ranchers said they believe
there are two types of rustlers
roaming the countryside the
hated "night hunters- and the
men who butcher cattle for
quick sale
Game warden Hay Arbil],
speaking of the "night hunters,'' declared' ''These guys go
out and kill anything "
Though its illegal, the ranchers said the "night hunters"
lure curious animals within
range by shining powerful
ts they can't get a pig or
lig•I'llIf
deer. they'll get a cow." said
Fred Houston, whose security
agency was hired to patrol the
area's back roads
Speaking of the quick-sale
rustlers, rancher Chet Behan
said "I've seen animals butchered with their livers and
tongues laying out on a rock It
takes a fair kind of butcher to
do that "

To the suggestion that some
rustlers may kill game to feed
hungry families. Houston replied "Ninety per cent of those
guys are really well-equipped
"Most drive better vehicles''
than we do They must have
$8.000 to $10.000 invested

They're making
this," he said

money

on

Hans Van Nes of the Bureau
of Livestock Identification said
his agents made 62 arrests last
year and won 46 convictions

MORE LEAVE BRITAIN
While 270.LONDON (API
300 people migrated to Britain

last year. even more Britons-I30,000--decided it was time to
leave their homeland

irernely

sort)

Garagiola, in an apology
which will be aired Friday,
said "There was a technical error which resulted in my using
lanugage I'm really not proud
of. It was done under pressure
and unfortunately was heard on
the air
' I sincerely apoligize for that
lanugage and I assure you it
wul never happen again.''
An NB(' spokesman explained
that the show was taped sev
eral weeks ago but, for timeliness, a Christmas commercial
was done Wednesday
The first three lead-ins to the
commercial were bad, he said,
and at the end of the third try
Joe said to the technicians
"Jesus ('hrist, I'm sorry, goddammit.- and then sent on to
do a fourth
By error, the spokesman
said, the third version was the
one aired

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A

Joint Interim Committee on
Education to do a thorough study
of school distncting
LAC studies have been used
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Q. I have a 1966 Chevrolet
Caprice and have been using
Michelin radial tires. This
time, however, I replaced them
with another brand and they
have worn out in 15,000 miles
I've had everything checked,
shock absorbers, front end
alignment, air pressure. I've
had booster shocks installed,
spring spacers, two alignments
and nothing seems to help. Did
this car have any particular
front end problems? Should I
stop wasting my money on
radials? —P.A. W.,San Diego.
A. I gather from your letter
that you got pretty good
mileage on your Michelins and
that the tire wear came when
you installed another brand
The low tire life could be
caused by general wear and
tear on the automobile, or it
could be that the Michelins
were of a much higher grade
than the tires you installed. In
any event, radials are very
tricky items; if everything isn't
just so, they'll wear out in
nothing flat. Here are a few
tips: Rotate tires only back and
forth on the same side of a car,
never crisscross them. Keep
tires' pressures at exactly the
manufacturer's recommended
levels. Keep them balanced
And remember,radial tires are
like any tires, there are good
ones and poor ones. You only
get what you pay for.
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Do you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or
recreational vehicle? If so,
drop a line to: Motorways,
Copley News Service, P.O. Box
190, San Diego, Calif. 92112.
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The program with the offending version was fed to network
affiliates in all sections of the
country except the West Coast.
where the correct version 01
the commercial appeared.

•

Starts Wed.
Now You Know
By United Press International
The term ritz as a synonym
for luxury is taken from Cesar
Ritz, a Swiss shepherd who
later found a chain of hotels
renowned for their opulence.

LRC Recommends
Super School Units
staff study on school district reorganization by the Legislative
Research Commission has recommended the creation of multicounty super-districts and the
eventual elimination of districts
with fewer than 1,500 students in
daily attendance
One third of the state's school
districts fall into the below-1.500
daily attendance category
The study indicated that even
larger districts serving up to
10.000 pupiLs are adequate only if
supplemented by services from
some larger outside agency Only
four districts in the state have
more than 100.000 students in
daily attendance
The school study was begun
upon adoption of a resolution in
the 1970 legislature directing the

*

H
is

frequently as the basis tor proposed legislation
The document said that ''research inclica•es school districts
below 1 500 are inadequate in
size to offer a modern educational program except at exorbitant costs'
The seven regions would utilize boundaries of the 15 present
Area Development Districts

OUT OF A JAM

"Green Monster
Show"
OEM-AMER
•
•

THEATITIE,

Adults1.50-Children 75
Tonite & Tue.
Sidney Poitier in

10
your

Starts Wed

"THE BIBLE'

REDWOOD CITY, Calif.
(UPI) —Guards stopped an
escape plan from the San MaganIEUES)111r
Mateo County jail this week
when they found a hole in the
ilflURRAY
ceiling. It had been well
camouflaged.
The hole in the metal ceiling
was covered with cardboard of
Closed Ti! Fri
the same color held in place by
strawberry jam stolen from the
OUNEErganialli
mess hall, guards said.
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Her 'prize' husband
is no winner
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY- I'm not
to give you scene idea of mytelling you this to boast, but just
situation.
I am 25, my figure is
37-25-36 and I have won several
beauty contests. Two years ago I
married what everyone
[Including myself) thought was a prize
He was 30, college
educated, good job, rosy future, etc
Well, this "prize" has made love to
me exactly five
times since Jan. 1, 1970! [Twice
he came right out and
told me it was to shut me
up!)
I have tried everything, including
greeting him at the
door in a seductive see-thru
negligee. And he says, "Hi
What's for supper?"
I told him he should see a doctor, and
he said I should
see one to find out why I am never
satisfied Am I abnormal or is he? Any suggestions?
"PRACTICALLY UNTOUCHED IN TULSA"
DEAR PRAcTICALLY: If he refuses to
see a doetatr.
DEAR ABBY: I am enclosing a
copy of a letter I've
written to all of my three grown children
who are married
and have families. They all live out
of town, and their idea
of a grand summer vacation is to
come with their children
[each has two), and spend it with us.
I am 82.- My husband is 88. We have a
lovely modern
three-badroom home with a swimming pool.
This last summer has been hectic. Each
family came
and stayed two weeks. In some cases their
visits overlapped, so we had more than one family here
at a time.
My husband and I couldn't sleep nights as
they stayed
up late watching TV or playing cards and
laughing and
talking with friends, until 2 a. m.
My husband and I always get up at 7:30
a. m., and
couldn't tin-n on our radio, sprinkling system,
dishwasher,
or carry out our routine chores as our guests
wanted to
sleep until noon. [These are only a few of the
inconveniences, I am not even mentioning the extra work.)
By the end of this summer we were nervous wrecks.
I
broke out in a rash and had headaches. I would appreciate
knowing if you think I should send the enclosed letter to our
children. And if you have any suggestions, please send them
along.
MRS. NO NAME
MY DEAR CHILDREN: I have just had a long talk
with my doctor. He tells me that my rash and nervous
condition are due to the strain of having so much company
last sunwner. He says I absolutely must inform my family
that their visits must not last more than a week. And I can
have only one set of guests at a time.
Dad also gets upset and exhausted from too much commotion and excitement And we are getting oider and have
to take it easier now
We love you and the grandchildren, and we hope you
will understand.
Our love,
MOTHER AND DAD
DEAR MRS. NO NAME: Yours is a legitimate and not
uncommonj problem and your approach to It Is sensitive
and fair. If the response to it is understanding and friendly.
your "children" have matured. If it is not, they haven't
quite grown up,. get, so send the letter and stick to your
guns.
DEAR ABBY. You suggested that people who didn't
know where to register to vote should call the Democratic
or Republican party headquarters.
Please! There is a better place to call The County
Board of Elections. They are listed in the telephone directory under the name of the county where one resides.—
[signed I RUTH AT THE COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS
What's year problem! You'll feel better If yea gal It eft
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Mee, Les Aaseies. Cal.
feees. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addivesed
ouvelepe.
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Woman With Only Ten Per Cent Vision In
One Eye Is Sculptress For Children
Monday, December 211
they play (follow the leader ), to
American Legion, Legion
parent-child relationships (a Auxiliary,
and their families will
mother and child sculpture is have their
annual Christmas
called "Lullaby"), to a solitary party at
the American Legion
youngster huddled in a corner Hall at 6:30
p.m.
("He might be trying his first
smoke") to the adolescent girl Murray Chapter of National
wallflower to the sculpted Secretaries will meet at the
heads of a boy and girl named Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m.
"Puppy Love."
Tuesday, December 21
For her one "man" show of The Calloway County Country
46 sculptures at the Jewish Club will have a dance,from 8:00
Guild for the Blind, Mrs. Spiro- to 12:00 p.m. Ironstone will be
Smith devoted one whole center playing. Admission is $3.50 per
section in the exhibition hall to couple. It is open to high school
a child's playground. It includ- and college members and guests.
ed children on swings, on a
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
teeter-totter, on a slide, dancing
around a maypole, climbing a of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
fence, playing in a jungle gym, at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
playing "Simon says."
The
Christian
Women's
Mrs. Spiro-Smith (a combina- Fellowship of the First Christian
tion of her maiden and married Church will meet in the church
name) does not use child library at ten a.m.
models for her sculptures. All
The Coldwater Homemakers
the figures are done from her
imagination and vivid memo- Club will meet at the home of
ries—you see, the sculptress
Mrs. Hardirnan Miller opened began to go blind
when she was
her home for the Christmas party 14,
loss of sight caused by
of the
Providence uveitis, an inflammation of the
New
Homemakers Club.
eye. By the time she was 21,
The members gathered and she had lost
all sight. The small
visited with one another until peçentage
since restored in the
about 11:30 wherNt delicious pot
eye is thanks to several
luck lunch was enjoyed. The operations
( "about 12 I think")
many foods were pretty and very including those
for cataracts
tasty.
that developed.
Mrs. Larry Curd called the "I always-feel as if I'd
gone
meeting to order and business to every doctor
who was an eye
was discussed. Mrs. Jim specialist,"
she said in an
Allbritten gave the devotion.
interview at the Jewish Guild
Mrs. Bill Hendon won the prize building. "I got
a lot of nofor the game, under the nos."
leadership of Mrs. James It was
Dr. Joseph Laval of
Puckett.
Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York,
The lovely Christmas tree was who finally through
intricate
admired by the members and the surgery was able to
restore
-kiddies" could hardly wait for some vision. It was at
Mt. Sinai
the exchanging of their gifts. The too that she met patient
a
who
secret friends were revealed became her husband,
Joseph
when the gifts were exchanged. Smith,
a businessman now
New secret friends were drawn deceased. The
couple had one
for the 1972 calendar year.
son, John, now 19, and an
Others present for the day of accomplished artist
also.
fun with Mrs. Miller were: Mrs. The sculptress
lives in a
Terry Housden, Mrs. Eunice
New York apartment
Housden,
Mrs.
George with her mother, the widow of
Shoemaker, Mrs. John Dale, Amster Spiro, once
the city
Mrs. Ronald Housden, Mrs. Billie editor of the New York JournalJoe Kingins, Mrs. Don Bailey, American. The family
proand visitors Carrol Bailey, Joe nounces the name "Spy-roh"
0
Dale Curd, Little Karen Dale, instead of the way
the first
and Melissa Housden.
name of vice-president Agnew
In January the meeting will be usually is pronounced.
with Mrs. Jim Albritten.

New Providence
Club Meets At The
Home, Mrs. Miller

Lovr Studio Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Holland of 301 North 12th Street, Monday
will be honored with an open house in celebration of their fiftieth
wedding anniversary on Sunday, December 26, at the home of
tbeir daughter, Mrs. Earl Lee, five miles East .
pf Murray on
'Highway 94.
No formal invitations are being sent. MI friends and relatives
are invited to attend between the hours of two and five o'clock in
the afternoon. The children and grandchildren will be hosts and
hostesses for the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Holland were married on December 25, 1921, at
Vancleave with Rev. T. L. Shelton performing the ceremony.
Their attendants were Mrs. Hilda Adams Jones and the late
Vessie McClard.
Mrs. Holland is the former Genora Adams, daughter of the late
Oscar Adams and Biddle Flippo Adams. Mr. Holland is the son of
the late Pierce Holland and Sally Henry Holland. He is a retired
fanner, carpenter and groceryman. Mr. and Mrs. Holland are
members of the Locust Grove Baptist Church.
The couple's three children are: Mrs. Earl (Juanita) Lee,
Murray Route Six; Prentice Holland, Murray Route Eight; and
Mrs. James A.(Sue) Curtin, 461 South Dennis, Decatur, Illinois.
They have seven grandchildren and four great grandchildren.

Coffee Cup Chatter

By University of Kentucky
sofa. This puts the best light
County Extension Agents
where you need it most. Floor
For Home Economics
lamps that are more than 42
If freezer space is at a Inches from the floor to the
premium, it makes economic bottom of the shade should be
sense to leave out certain foods. placed behind the chair. This will
For example; bread, cakes, and eliminate the reader from
pies occupy much more space in looking up into the lamp at the
proportion to their weight and harsh light.—Mrs. Mildred W.
price then do other foods. The Potts, La Center, Ky. 42056 —753cost of keeping•loaf of bread In 1412.
the freezer may add a possible 33
percent to the price. However, Selecting The House Plan—The
you may prefer convenience to one and one-half story home is
the increased coast. Do keep the gaining a rebirth of popularity all
freezer full. The cost of across the country. A shed
depreciation, repair, and elec- dormer on the back makes
tricity are going to be nearly the headroom for bedrooms. As
same whether a freezer stands much as 500 square feet of living The
Murray
Women's
nearly empty or full and whether space can be added at a lower Auviliary of the Moose No. 1465
the contents are eaten and rate or cost per foot. It provides held its chapter meeting on
replaced slowly or rapidly. — much better living arrangements Thursday, December 3, at sevenBarletta Wrather, 209 Maple St., for the family with teenagers; thirty o'clock in the evening at
Murray, Ky. 42071
for assistance with floor plans or the Murray Moose Lodge, North
remodeling, call your county 18th Street.
Two new co-workers were
Wigs need care just as normal extension office or me at the
hair does. Brush it frequently as McCracken County Courthouse— enrolled who were Mrs. Jean
these fakes collect dust and Juanita amonett, Paducah, Ky. West and Mrs. Blanche Fonville.
become dull as easily as your own 42001 Phone-442-2718.
During the business session the
hair. Wash it in warm soap suds
women voted to donate twentyfollowed by a cream rinse, if
Forward -looking manufacprefered. Use of a hair dryer or turers put labels or tags on their five dollars to the Lions Club
electrical curlers is not generally products to help consumers buy Telethon for crippled children
recommended unless a special and care for their garments in- and ten dollars to the Girl Scouts.
lotion is used for setting the wig. telligently. A really good label The next regular meeting will
Be sure to check the care in- will tell you the following in- be held on Thursday, January 6,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Moose
structions
provided
by formation about fiber contents.—
manufacturer. —Dean Roper, How it is made, and the fiber Lodge. All members are urged to
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. contents. —What services to attend.
42066—Phone 247-2334
expect—color fastness, wrinkleor stain-resistance, etc.—
Junior floor lamps 42 inches Complete instructions on how to
from floor to bottom of the shade, care for it. —Name of
should be placed beside a chair or manufacturer and retailer.—
HENDRICKSON GIRL
Price, size and identification
Capt. and Mrs. Tim Hennumber of the garment. When
you do come away with a good drickson of Fort Campbell are
care label on your purchase, jot the parents of a baby girl,
down the garment's identity on Cathryn Amy, weighing eight
the label and file it for handy pounds twelve ounces, born on
reference when the garments Wednesday,December 15, at 5:25
come due for dunking or p.m at the Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Bob Washer was the cleaning.
Some homemakers County Hospital.
honoree at a surprise stork thumbtack
The new father is stationed at
their labels to a
shower held at the lovely new
bulletin board near the washer in Fort Campbell.
home of Mrs. Joseph Paschall on the
laundary room. —Catherine The paternal grandparents are
Hazel Route One on Tuesday, C.
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. Mr. and Mrs. E.R. Heine of
December 14, at seven o'clock in
Wilmington, Delaware, and the
42050 — —Phone 236-2351.
the evening.
maternal grandparents are Mr.
The hostesses for the special
Weekly wages in industry have and Mrs. Hewlett Cooper of
event were Mrs. Joseph Paschall, risen
Great
almost twice as fast as food Murray Route Seven.
Mrs. Adolphus Paschall, and prices
in ten years from 1960-69 grandparents are Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. Pat Hutson.
And you're spending a smaller C.G. Cooper of Murray.
The honoree arrived with her portion
of your income on food
mother, Mrs. James Phillips, at than
ever before. Examples in
FIELDS BOY
the Paschall home to supposedly 1950
the food share of the total
Gregory Keith is the name
attend a jewelry party, but when
U.S. Consumer Expenditures was
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Chester
she arrived the guests were there 23.7
percent and in 1969 it was 18.2
Fields of Benton Route Four for
and yelled "surprise".
percent —Maxine Griffin,
their baby boy, weighing six
Mrs. Washer was the recipient Federal
Building, Clinton Ky. pounds
eight ounces, born on
of many gifts which she opened 42031 —Phone653-2231.
Wednesday, December 15, at 6:42
assisted by her two sisters, Miss
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Sheila Phillips and Miss Patricia flooring tips
Phillips, and Miss Carrie Ann
NEW YORK (UPI) - If County Hospital.
They have three other sons,
Paschall.
you're planning to install a floor
Michael, age nine, Mitchell, age
Games were played and in the basement, choose
refreshments of cake and punch material that's recommended seven, and Danny, age six. The
were served from the table for this purpose. Due tie father is employed at the General
decorated in the Christmas motif. potential difficulties with mois- Tire and Rubber Company,
The house was decorated ture in the concrete eubfloor. Mayfield.
Grandmothers are
Mrs.
throughout in the holiday theme. commit your dealer on the
Twenty-five persons were proper type of resilient flooring Geneva Fields of Benton Route
material, advises the Armstrong Four and Mrs. Mous Dotson of
present or sent gifts.
Information Seryice.
Benton.

Women's Auxiliary
Of The Moose Has
Regular Meeting

FBIRTHSj

Surprise Stork
Shower Given For
Mrs. Bob Washer

Special delivery!
It's a friendly message
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It (

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK oUPI)—Lucille
Spiro-Smith sculpts the world of
the child because "I'm a
children freak."
Concentration on the young
sets her apart from most other
artists. But what makes her
even more unusual is the fact
that Mrs. Spiro-Smith is legally
blind. With contact lenses in the
one eye that functions, she has
about 10 per cent vision.
"I like the honesty of a child,
the freedom, doing its own
thing as it were," said the
dainty brunette sculptress
whose works capture the world
of children from the games

only about
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ever be the
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Mrs. Homer Bazzell at one p.m.
Friday, December 24
Mr.and Mrs. Martin Crowell of
Hazel Route Two will be honored
with an open house in celebration
of their 50th wedding anniversary
at their home near New Concord
from two to five p.m. All relatives
and friends invited.
Sunday, December 26
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Holland
will be honored on their golden
anniversary with a
wedding
reception at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Earl Lee, from
two to five p.m. All relatives and
friends invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burkeen of
Dexter Route One will have open
house in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary for all of
their relatives and friends at
their home from one to five p.m

%gest wishes for

• N.

a Christmas
season filled
with merry
moment? and I.
jolly spirits.
And, a big .1
bundle of cheer.

MADEMOISELLE SHOP

A Snack
For Santa
The original St. Nicholas of
Myra was a tall and lean graybearded bishop—a far cry from
the chubby, red-suited Santa
Claus of today. Clement C.
Moore in 1823 decided Santa
should be a lolly, chubby elf.
A few years later, Thomas Nast,
a famous cartoonist, completed
the transformation by picturing
Santa as an obvious good eater.
It is no wonder that Santa has
put on weight. Each child for
years has eagerly set out homemade goodies to tease, tempt,
and influence Santa, not even
questioning if he could still make
It down the chimney. As the
zero hour approaches and your
kids want to whip up a treat to
leave for Santa. try something
as quick and easy as it is good.
After serving Blender - Quick
Orange Bread to Santa, happily
enjoy the rest as a delicious
snack for children and grownups alike. For an extra-nice and
low calorie addition to Santa's
treat, don't forget to include
fresh navel oranges.
BLENDER-QUICK ORANGE
BREAD
(9x5x3 inch' loaf)
1 large navel orange. unpeeled
% cup fresh squeezed orange
Nice
214 cups sifted flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon soda
IA teaspoon salt
14 cups sugar
2 eggs, well beaten
% cup melted butter or margarine
I cup coarsley chopped pecans
or walnuts
Trim a thin slice from both
ends of orange; cut fruit in half
lengthwise. With a shallow "‘"
shaped cut, remove white center core. Cut Into chunks and
place In blender with 1/4 cup
orange juke. Cover and whirl
on highest speed until pureed.
Add enough additional juice to
yield 11
/
4 cups. In large bowl,
sift together flour, baking powder, soda and salt. Thniughly
combine orange puree with sugar, eggs and melted butter. Add
all at once to dry Ingredients.
stirring until well blended. Stir
In nuts. Pour Into greased 9x5x3
Inch loaf pan. Bake at 350F.
for 1 hour. or until loaf tests
done. Cool in pan for 10 minutes
before turning out on wire rack.

111 So

4th Street

Phone 753-3882

1101cmgrsCIN/C)..r.

SAVE `tolidajle
s15 speengs

Modestly-priced 3-pc.
Magna-Sonic Stereo
Phonograph System
Model 9281 —with performance far on excess of its
price tag. Solid-state and pre-matched by Magnavox,
the people who have been making great sounds for
over 60 years. You get these extra-value features:
10-Watts EIA music power,two 6" x 9" oval speakers,
plus a precision Automatic Mark I record player. It even
has a jack for an optional headphone. And, a protective dust cover is included. Come NOW ONLY
in . . . save on Magnavox stereo
.
and on accessories, too!

S11495

during our Magnavox
Holiday Specials event!
ss.over 50 magnificent sights and
sounds: Color TV consoles and portables with Total Automatic Color.
sumo. radios and tape riacordars—
all at great savings. All groat gifts!

Leach's Music
Dixieland
T.%
Phone
& I V
Shopping Center
753-7575
* Open EveryNirirtirrifti tjt4. *
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JIM ADAMS I G A

Northside
Shopping
. Center

Northside
Shopping
Center

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
We Will Be Closed Christmas Day

"TRUE VALUE"
SINGLE UNIT PRICING

1 Gli

IGA Turkeys
Turkeys
Matchless Bacon
Cut-Up Fryers
IGA Canned Ham

39;

10-12 lb. avg.

Fresh

CHICKEN
BREASTS

4

Smoked, Tenderized

lb

?GA Self-Basting

49
49;
25;

6-10 Lb. Avg.
1b
lb

FAMILY PACK

Whole

3-lb.
can

18 Lbs. & Up

$.279

Fresh, Lean

b 59;

HAMS

lb.

TURKEYS

PORK STEAKS ,b.491
o,

Campbell's

Pet Ritz

TOMATO lo FREE TURKEYS PIE
c
One A Day - Every Day
SOUP
SHELLS
LUX LIQUID DETERGENT
KRAFT MARSHMALLOW CREME
I.G.A. ICE MILK

APPLE
SA E

9

Through December 24th
All You Have To Do Is Register!

No. 1 Can

63'
26'
43'

32 oz

,
'2

Gat

I.G.A. Fruit

Cocktail

IGA PANCAKE MIX
GERBER BABY FOOD
DINNER Kra" Macaroni Cheese

BISCUITS

COCONUTS
RED GRAPES

49'

FLOUR
Just-Rite

25(P

CHILI
2-lb. box

39'
g%

Strained
7.oz

19'

6
Each

30327,

c r

GOLD MEDAL

No.3c

IGA

No.

PHILADELPHIA

29

CRM. CHEESE
Dole

Sliced

or Crushed

Pineapple
ineapple

2 ca3
94:P

MAXWELL HOUSE

INST. COFFEE

19'
29

6 °I jar

Ripe, Yellow

98'

White Gold

t

SUGAR

59'
33'
19'

12-oz.
1-lb.
1-lb

n

'1[09

10 lb Bag

IGA BREAD
BUNNY DINNER ROLLS
BUNNY HARD ROLLS

25'
32'
49'

Brown'N Serve24
;
Pkg. of 12

FRESH
CELERY
ORANGES

Stalk

5-lb. Bag

19
59'

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!
A

Rac

Pkg. of 22

I.G.A. SWEET MIDGET PICKLES
CHURNGOLD SOFT MARGARINE
SOLID MARGARINE

ROLLS

Callowa!
layup over
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•
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Mayfield Wins Calloway
Tournament Over Tigers

'side
Iping
nter

By DAVID HILL
Late in the quarter, Ray Lane 13, Weatherspoon 21
Lovelace 8, Waldrop 10, Cochrum
The Mayfield
Cardinals
hit
an eight-footer from the side Calloway
County
( 57)- 2, Hubbard 2.
collected first place honors at the
Murray(57k- P. McCuiston 18,
Calloway County Christmas to give the Bengals their three. Stockciale 6, Wyatt 20, Ferguson
Meanwhile, the Mayfield 2, Wells 11, Howard 12, Scar- T. McCuiston 8, Willis 3, Lane 1,
Tournament Saturday night by
Bramley 6, Lanning 6, Landolt 4,
handling the Murray High Tigers Cardinals were not inactive by brough 6
any means. At the end of the first Mayfield (921-Anderson 12, Luther 2, Cathey 6, Resig 2,
a 92-57 trouncing.
period the score was 28-3.
Ford 29, Sanderson 6, Turner 23, Hudspeth 1.
It was a rather anti-climatic
The
second quarter was more
night all the way around as the
of the same, but just not quite as
Calloway County Lakers were
given fourth place after a 62-57 humiliating. The Tigers matched
defeat by Hickman County's all but five of the Card's points to
go off the floor behind 54-24.
Falcons.
Well, there's really not much
Saturday night's action came
left to tell. The score was 74-37
about after the opening round
midway in the second half, with
Friday night eyed Murray High
slip by Hickman and Calloway the 'Birds longest lead being a 36 By CHARLES S. ALDINGER completed 160 of 271 passes for
point spread.
nearly upset Mayfield.
Joe Ford and Clint Turner were MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI)-Joe 2,203 yards and 11 touchdowns
In
Saturday top
Contrast,
men of Mayfield with n and Ferguson and his Arkansas during the season, in which
night's action was slow and
Razorbacks meet Tennessee's fumbles and defensive lapses
23 points respectively.
steady with neither of the games
Early in the fourth period, gritty defense tonight in the caused the Hogs to fritter away
presenting very much action.
Mayfield started substituting Liberty Bowl with prestige and a trip to the Cotton Bowl.
Calloway County seemingly
men. One of the men was Keith a country ham at stake.
Tennessee, with only a 10-9
had things well in hand at the
Pyle.
Pyle proved himself to be A capacity crowd of 50,100 is loss to Auburn and a 32-15
start of their contest, and, after
expected
to
stuff
into the
their previous night's per- an excellent ball handler, and, modern Liberty Bowl Stadium drubbing by Alabama to mar
strangely
enough, faintly
its record, came on strong as
formance against Mayfield, it
for the nationally-televised
-wasn't expected to be much of a resembled the great Joe Ford. (ABC) kickoff at 9 p.m. EST. the season waned and wound up
Well, in reality it came out that
with a 31-11 rout of previously
game.
Ninth-ranked Tennessee is. #
unbeaten and Cotton Bowl• Hickman County, in their slow Joe Ford is Pyle's uncle, and the shaky favorite.
bound Penn State. Arkansas
style, just kept adding to their Cardinal ACE is giving the
It's about the biggest thing
lead after taking over early in the youngster lessons in the sport. It around here since Andy Jack- humiliated Texas, the other
looks like it's starting all over
Cotton Bowl participant, 31-7
second period. Calloway was
son called for volunteers to
again.
this year.
never really out of the game, but
fight
the
Indians
and
Governors
Murray High hit 32 per cent
they just couldn't seem to gel and
Tennessee running back Curt
from the floor and collected 41 Dale Bumpers of Arkansas and
get going.
per cent of their free throws. The Winfield Dunn of Tennessee Watson is expected to see
.4.4e
Greg Howard had a cornCardinals ripped 51 per cent from have bet country hams on the action despite cracked ribs
partitively off night, with only 12
suffered in the last game of the
the floor, and a sizzling 71 per outcome.
points, after leading Calloway the
Thr traditional gridiron po- season. But the durability of his
cent from the stripe.
night before with 29.
Murray High was lead by wers, separated only by the ribs remains in question if he
By the end of the half, Hickman
Porter McCuiston with 18 points muddy Mississippi, have met takes a hard lick on a tackle.
had stretched their lead to eight,
The big problem for the
to his credit. Tyrone McCuiston only once in their long history
29-21. Calloway came back out in
added eight, and Jimmy and Tennessee came out on top, Arkansas offense of coach
the second half to pull to within
Frank Broyles is the loss of
Bramley, Adam Laming and 14-2, way back in 1907.
one at 34-33, but the Falcons
Mike Cathey clipped in six Both Tennessee (0-2) and split end Mike Reppond with a
quickly pulled away and lead 48Arkansas ( 8-2-1) will be slowed calcium deposit on his leg.
apiece.
39 at the three-quarters mark.
by offensive injuries but quar- Reppond
was
the
leading
The Lakers pulled to within five
terback Ferguson is expected to catcher of Ferguson passes this
SCORING
points during the final round at Hickman County (62)-Grundy go at full speed despite an year with 56 for 987 yards and
54-49, but couldn't keep a drive 11, Childress 7, Jordan 10, Spates aching right shoulder. He three touchdowns.
going long enough to catch the
Falcons. The Hickman quintet
lead by ten at one point, 61-51, but
the Lakers outscored them 6-1 ir,
the remaining minutes to tally
the final 62-57.
ounty High C hristmas tournament Nlayfield beat the Lakers,
Calloway hit on 27 of their 80
69-60 and went on to win the tournament by defeating Murray
field goal attempts for 34 per
High Saturday night.
Staff Photo By David Hill
cent. From the stripe, they
Grim in the Vikings' victory
Brodie Joins Elite Group
By JOE CARNICELLI
cashed three of their eight atBrodie threw TD passes of 12 over the Bears.
UPI Sports Writer
tempts for 38 per cent.
Joe Nemeth
thAV two
yards to Dick Witcher, TO to
National Football LeaHickman netted 20 of Sa from The
Ken Willard ahd 30 to. Gene touchdown passes, including a
regular season windup
the floor for 40 per cent and 22 of gue's
Washington to become only the 74-yarder to Don Maynard and
proved to be a day of glory for
their 36 gratis tosses for 61 per
seventh quarterback in NFL little-used
Clifford
McClain
Stanford alumni, both old and
cent.
history to throw more than 200 streaked 63 yards for another
young.
Mayfield 92, Murray 57
TD passes. He ran 10 yards for score as the Jets bombed
John Brodie, Stanford '56,
It was a coach's nightmare.
Cincinnati, Bobby Bell provided
the final TD.
threw three touchdown passes
Near the end of the first period,
Forty
Niners' final the game's only TD as he ran
and ran for the decisive score The
Bob Toon was waving a "crying
march came after Detroit 26 yards with an intercepted
as the San Francisco Forty
towel" to the Mayfield coach.
quarterback Greg Landry was pass in the Chiefs' triumph
Niners captured the National
game ,,with five fouls until he of 20. Oral Roberts committed The Murray
High team made a
foiled in a
fourth-and-one over Buffalo, the Bills' 13th loss
Conference Western Divison
officially fouled out six minutes 30 fouls in the game while Murray total of three points
during the
attempt at the San Francisco in 14 games.
title with a 31-27 victory over
later. Mark House cooly canned had just 16. The Racers entire first
period. The first
Ken Houston set two records
40.
both free throws and the game outrebounded the Titans 47-32. came early in the stanza as the Detroit Lions. San Francisreturning
Plunkett, whose two TD by
a
pair
of
victory
co
since
needed
Los
the
was tied at 65 apiece.
They were an outstanding Porter McCuiston canned a free
interceptions for touchdowns
passes
set
a
record
for
an
NFL
Angeles had beaten Pittsburgh
The lead changed hands seven ballclub," said Racer mentor Cal throw. For a while,
it looked as
rookie, hit Vataha with the 88- within 34 seconds in the Oilers'
earlier 23-14 and the Rams
times and the score was tied Luther. "We played a great team though it would be the
Tigers only
yard bomb on a third-and-11 upset of San Diego. Houston's
would have taken the crown if
twice before Mancini put the game and that made the difsituation on the New England TDs gave him a record 10 for
faltered.
the Forty Niners had
Racers on top for good with his ference,'' concluded Luther.
12 and caught the Colts his career and four this season.
And on the East Coast, two
first two points of the night.
The Racers who have now won
Pete Banaszak ran two yards
completely by surprise. "As I
members of Stanford's class of
Mark House came off the bench five and lost one, will participate
nes Leads
walked up to the line, I thought, for the deciding score in
Plunkett
and
-Jim
Randy
'70
to play another outstanding in the four team Evansville Indamn, what did I do," said Oakland's victory over the
Vataha -combined their talgame. House scored 10 points and vitational on the 29th and 30th.
Plunkett. "But then I figured if Broncos as the Raiders' Fred
England
the
New
ents
to
lead
grabbed 11 rebounds to play a Oral Roberts
40 47-87
he was covered I could throw it Biletnikoff clinched the pass
21-17
stunning
Patriots
to
a
very large role in the Racers win. Murray State
44 50-94
away."
receiving title and Denver's
upset of the Baltimore Colts.
Taylor played his usual fine Oral Roberts( 87)-Fuqua 24,
Vataha raced past rookie Floyd Little took the AFC
Plunkett threw two TD passes
game and fired home 26 points to Woods 12, McCamery 10, Lawyer
cornerback Rex Kern and set a rushing championship for the
to Vataha, the second an 88lead all scorers. Ron Williams 17, Montgomery 11, Baker 9,
club reception record with 51. second straight year.
yard play -as the Patriots
turned in an excellent showing Traylor 2, Vaughn 2 and Morton. PITTSBURGH
(UPI) -Steve
The 1,000-Yard Club
the Colts from the AFL
and scored 22 points. Marcellus Murray State( 94 -Barrett 9, Jones of the ABA's
Dallas toppled
Starks played what has to be his Taylor 26, Williams 22, House 10, Chaparral is noted for a high, Eastern Division title.
Larry Csonka and Jim Kiick
The Colt loss, combined with drove over for one-yard TDs in
best game of the year by scoring Mancini 9,Starks 16 and Brown 2. arching jump shot.
LIGHTWEIGHT
16 points and pulling down 16 big
Sunday night against the Miami's 27-6 rout of Green Bay, the third period to help Miami
Eastern over Green Bay and give the
rebounds. Barrett and Mancini
Pittsburgh Condors Jones hit 16 gave the Dolphins the
rounded out the starter's scoring
out of 18 from the floor, all but title and dropped the Colts to Dolphins the Eastern title.
with nine points apiece.
one of them from 15 to 20 feet, second, though Baltimore still Csonka's 67 yards gave him
Murray fired in 34 of 65 for the
to lead the Chaps to a 137-121 qualifies for the playoffs as 1,051 -the first time a Miami
REMINGTON CHAIN SAW
night while Oral Roberts scored
player has surpassed the 1,000victory. He caused Condor best second place team.
37 field goals in 84 attempts
Bay's
John
Green
yard
mark.
coach Mark Binstein to exPlayoff Lineup
Murray won the game at the free'
•••4'
Brockington gained 73 yards to
claim:
picture shapes up finish with 1,099 and break the (1.
playoff
The
throw line by canning 26 of 40 free
"Jones was unbelievable tothrows while the Titans hit on 13
rookie record set by Cookie
night. That was the greatest this way:
111
In the National Conference, Gilchrist by three yards.
performance
I've
ever
seen
by
By GARY KALE
Minnesota, the Central winner, Duane Thomas' four TDs
any
guard
in
any
league.
Jones'
UPI Sports Writer
e,
shots were so high they had ice plays host to Dallas, which Saturday carried the Cowboys
wrapped up the Eastern crown to their sixth straight title.
Wilt Chamberlain remem- on them."
1
Saturday with a 31-12 triumph Thomas scored three times on
40 points and grabbed 27 bered when he was a scoring The game,
which was the
2
rebounds.
kingpin and it helped the Los only contest in the league over St. Louis, on Christmas three-yard rushes and added a
Day. The Vikings are early 53-yard run.
Thursday night the freshman Angeles Lakers extend their Sunday night, marked
the
dropped a hard fought 96-94 National Basketball Association fourth loss in a row for the three-point favorites.
Roger Williams' 57-yard kickcontest to the University
of winning streak to 25 games.
Condors after winhing five And Washington, the "wild off return, an interception by
EASY TO HANDLE, FUN TO USE
Illinois freshman at Champaign. Chamberlain, content to block straight.
card" team with the best Coy Bacon and Gene Howard's
1
Murray led most of the game. shots, help with the board work 13einstein
had nothing but second-place finish in the NFC, fumble recovery set up 13 first This 6 2 pound Mighty Mite
The Racers were leading by nine and
hurl long
down-court praise for the Chaps, who is at San Francisco Sunday, quarter points as the Rams Remington Chain Saw is so versatile you'll use it for:
points with eight minutes left in passes in the Lakers' new run- outrebounded
the Condors 52-29 with the Forty Niners an early beat the Steeiers to force San
Felling trees up to 2 feet thick
the game but could not hold on to and-shoot game, had one of his and made 62.5
Francisco into a win-or-else
of their., field line four-point choice.
Cutting firewood
the lead and dropped their third better offensive nights this goal attempts
situation.
In the AFC, Miami is at
Trimming, pruning, clearing
contest of the year.
season as he scored 32 points in Jones finished the evening
Mike Howell's 68-yard return
Camping, summer homes
Coleman scored 33 while leading the Lakers to .8 154-13 with 33 points while teammate Kansas City Christmas Day, with an interception set up a
Building outdoor furniture
Jamison added 32 to the losing victory over the Philadelphia Donny Freeman hit for 30 with the Chiefs a four-point game-winning TD pass from
pick, and Cleveland plays host
cause. Adell hit double figures by 76ers Sunday night.
This
easy starting lightest-of-all
the
Glass
as
Nelsen
to
Chip
Bill
himself.
tossing in 21 points.
Los Angeles last lost a game The teams battled just about to Baltimore Sunday, with the Browns beat Washington and Remington Chain Saws comes
Colts favored by four.
The Racers will be idle until on Oct. 31 to the Golden State even until the
Pete Liske threw three TD fully assembled and features
Chaps outscored
January 8th.
Warriors and seem certain to the Condors 18-11 early in the In other NFI, action Sunday, passes as the Eagles put on semi-automatic oiling, quiet
38 39-77 extend its
Oral Roberts
record-shattering third period to go ahead to Cleveland upset Washington 20- their biggest offensive show of low -tone muffler, and cush51 45-96
Murray State
13, Philadelphia routed the New the season in routing the ioned hand grips. You'll like
skein to at least 27 with games stay.
its light weight, easy handling,
Oral Roberts( 77)- Vaughn 40, against Buffalo and Baltimore George Carter led the Con- York Giants 41-28, Atlanta Giants.
and low, low price. See it now.
Bricket 5, Helm 1, Cooper 15, this week. Actually, the Lakers dors in scoring with 32 points. edged New Orleans 24-20,
Aerial Attack
Banks 11, and Vinson 5.
don't have a correspondingly The loss left the Condors in a Minnesota downed Chicago 27S12995
Murray
State( 961-Coleman tough opponent until they meet three-way tie for third place in 10, the New York Jets defeated Bob Berry threw a 22-yard
36, Kelley 5, Adel! 11, Jamison 15, the Milwaukee Bucks on Jan. 9 the ABA East with Virginia and Cincinnati 35-21, Kansas City TD pass to Ken Burrow with 34
MURRAY SUPPLY
Redmon 17, Mantooth 2, Roney 2, If they keep the streak intact the Floridians, 91-1 games whipped Buffalo 22-9, Houston seconds left as Atlanta downed
,CO., Inc.
Hale 8, Smith, Crawford and until then, it will reach 33 behind the league-leading Ken- outlasted San Diego 49-33 and the Saints and Bob Lee threw a
Swatzell
753-3361
pair of scoring passes to Bob 208 E. Main
games
Oakland beat Denver 21-13
tucky Colonels

Tennessee, Arkansas
To Meet In Liberty

9ct
,
yor Also

4111117,
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Calloway County's Johnnie Stockciale 134) is going in for a
layup over the outstretched arm of Mayfield's Wayne Lovelace
during Friday night's opening round action of the Calloway

Brodie Leads 49ers To West
Division Championship Sunday

Racers Slip Past Detertnined
Oral Roberts Saturday 94-87

9
25'
32'
49'

the charity stripe where Murray
By MIKE BRANDON
Bill Mancini broke loose to picked up 10 free throws to just
score all of his nine points in the six for the Titans. The visitors
last few minutes to give the from Tulsa committed 12 fouls
Murray State Racers a hard in the first half while the host
Oral Racers were whistled for eight.
fought 94-87 win over
Les Taylor scored 18 points in
Roberts University Saturday
night. The game was played the first half to lead all scorers.
before a wild, standing room only Superstar Richard Fuqua of the
crowd in the Racer Sports Arena. Titans scored just 11 in the half.
Mancini, who had been held Murray outrebounded the Titans
scoreless for the first 35 minutes 23-13 which played a significant
of the game, hit on a layup with difference in the halftime score.
4:30 remaining to put Murray in The Racers came out running
front 82-81. Les Taylor added a in the second half and Ron
free throw and Mancini hit Williams 10 foot jump shot with
another from under the basket to 17:25 showing on the clock gave
give the Racers a four point the Racers a 52-45 lead. But the
Titans would not give up.
advantage.
Speedy reserve Milton Vaughn, With 15:11 left in the game 6-6
brother of former ABA star Chico Eddie Woods scored on a tip to
Vaughn, pulled the Titans to put the Titans on top 55-54.
within 85-83 with 2:15 left in the Richard Fuqua hit two free
game. But Mancini hit on a three throws with 13:21 left to give the
point play and Ron Wiliams stole Titans their largest lead of the
the ball and scored on a layup to game, 63-58.
With 1044 left in the game
at Murray in front 90-83.
With 1:20 left in the game Larry Baker picked up what the
'vlontgoniery hit a 20 footer to pull crowd and everyone else thought
the Titans to within five points. was his fifth foul. But the official
The Racers iced the game as scorekeeper gave the foul to
Mancini scored on another layup Lawyer so Baker stayed in the
and Barrett added two charity
tosses to stretch it to 94-85 with
only 10 seconds showing on the
clock. The Titans scored their
last point on a layup at the buzzer
By MIKE BRANDON
and the Racers handed Oral Murray State's Baby Racers
Roberts their first loss of the picked up their fourth win of the
season after four straight wins. year against three losses by
The first few minutes of the whipping the Oral Roberts freshfirst half found Murray playing men Saturday night 96-77.
outstanding ball. With 13:07
remainirig to play in the half big The game was close for the
Marcellus Starks scored on a tip first 10 minutes but in the latter
in to put Murray in front 18-11. part of the first half the Baby
But three minutes later Oral Racers of Kayo Willis began to
Roberts grabbed a 21-19 lead on a play their best ball of the season.
The half ended with Murray in
25 footer by Lawyer.
The game was tied six times front 51-38.
and the lead changed hands eight In the second half the Racers
times before Murray took a 40-38 continued their fine playing and
lead with 1:50 left as Les Taylor handily won the contest over the
canned two free throws. Brown Titan freshman team.
and Taylor hit jump shots to up
the lead to 44-38 before Mc- Mike Coleman led the Baby
Camery hit two free throws with Racers with 36 points while
two seconds remaining to make Ronnie Redmon turned in his
it 44-40 at half with the Racers in finest performance of the year
by scoring 17 points. T. C.
front.
Both teams hit 17 field goals in Jamison tossed in 15 while
the half but Oral Roberts had Darnell Adell hit double figures
shots than did by scoring 11. 6-11 David Vaughn
three more
Murray. The difference was from of the Titans led all scorers with

Jo
Chaps Over
Pittsburgh

IT'S HERE!
NEW

Chamberlain
Leads [Akers

MIGHTY
MITE

Freshmen Defeat ORU Yearlings

•
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Raiders'
three P's
mean win

SHOP
HERE
FOR A

demo C ristinum
SWANSDOWN

UNLIT YULE
MCFARLAND, Ore. ( UPI
Pie Christmas lights were
strung with care, but the
twinlling won't be enjoyed this
year in McFarland.
The city council agreed that
the lights were not safe to use
because insulation had worn off
some light strings and created
a potential hazard.
THAIS EXECUTE
BANGKOK (UPI, — Vinai
Phophirom, 19, was shot to
death by a firing squad today
in the second summary execution ordered by Field Marshal
Thanom Kittikachorn since the
government coup Nov. 17.
In ordering Vinai's execution
a few hours earlier, Thanom
described the young man as a,
habitual criminal who had
murdered at least three persons. Thanom said crime has
risen dramatically in the past
few months in Thailand
Another young Thai was
executed by firing squad Dec. 1
for the slaying of a U.S. Air
Force colonel_

HARVEST PRIDE

CAKE MIX lilt
(Excluding Angel Food)

•''•

0.0••
I •
• • • 4' 1*•
N. •
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go. ara

FRUIT
CAKE

LU

box
0.• .

T.e.14

Instant Maxwell House

Geisha Mandarin

COFFEE

ORANGES
11-oz. can

,iorAwin

with coupon

113.13z jar $ 1 • 1 9

29t

1-lb. Yellow Quarters

5-1b. bag

(with coupon)

39;

CHOCOLATE DROPS

35t

Lge 21/2

Super Value
Brown 'N Serve

3 ibs.$100

Or

Cdfl

MARSHMALLOWS
•lb. cello bag

Lj

-

Heavy Du

Flavur

lat
V

r -

NO. 1 RED

1

lb.

4-1b. Bag

/AWE
FO°D•r

'...

FROSTY WHIP

#,'1.....

....,_

AT HARD TO BEAT
PRICES

TOPPING

Qt 49'
ham)
MEAT DINNERS Hoz 391
PIE SHELLS
29''
COCONUT
33' i
1
3/$1 '
GARDEFRENCH FRIES
FROSTY ACRES

••••,"

FIELD'S FULLY COOKED

HAMS
1

Turkeys
lb.

Butt Portion

69c

lb

Morrell

Pork
Sausage

All-Meat
Wieners

35;lib 49

Sliced Bacon
SIRLOIN
STEAK

lb.
$

6-oz pk

2-lb. bag

MIS 21 Good Only at Parker's El OMB 11111
rith this valuable coupon
PUMPKIN
rf -o% et it-1
18" HEAVY DUTY
ALCOA WRAP
Morton

PIE

59

BRYAN

U.S. Choice

FROSTY ACRES FRESH GRATED

45;

c

20 oz

1 lb pkg

tiUj

29' P

Sliced, Smoked

1 19

-0:2A9

‘
--'"
.
ALCC3A!

1612 OM MINI Good

Jowl Bacon994p
3 lbs.

Parker's Market
LIGHT CRUST

Thru 12-29-71111M INN

SAVE 404
;11

INSTANT

39

g•Cesg.

419`

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A _ 10-01 jar of

Plain &
Self-Rising
with coupon
Good only at Parker's

Limit: 1 per customer
Expires 12-29-71

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
AT Parker's Mkt.
\
40'

10oz jar

WITH

S1.19 COUPON
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFEN EXPERES _12-29-71

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY... YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE'

itiltE

Located in Dgwntown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

Without this
coupon

Parker's Market

40'

FLOUR

Place your order now for your Holiday Poultry
Now. We Have a size for any family. We also
have choice Fresh Hens, Ducks, Geese, Fresh
Oysters for those "Tasty" Holiday Fixings!

f•CZ.....-C•••••(‘.•••

i,

Pkg. of 2

59

Krey

excluding

PET RITZ

Shank Portior

Young Tom

25'
w..25

Calif. Red Emperor

.''.--e-'76-a.15'e.. ,..Vgg'ec
.T.,-eS'zr.
'
-^c
Or
ig151V`57.
460/0 4;11
"
1141

ea

Box '3.98

Fancy Yellow Ripe

JELP
JELL-0
3-oz. box
lot

Assortec

•

ALCOA WRAP
kwith coupon)

ettotp.tp,-

Red Delicious & Jonathan

4islw

em
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America
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Nationa
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cross se
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POTATOES . 49'
, BANANAS
9'
49t
APPLES _

•

12 count

Campfire Miniature

Of

POTATOES
GRAPES

1

39'

ROLLS

39'

10/

By K}
Co

No. 1 Tenn. Red Sweat

Fruit
Cocktail

'
:
1'
A.A. .4.•4•••!'..•
• &

OLD FASHION

lb.
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LI y S

1111-11'1111110"4"MOIMIN/1"1""r-0

••

Texas Juicy

25'

FLOUR

FAMILIES

'FOR GROWING

CORN FLAKES

Light Crust

PICKLE
12-oz. 49t

PRODUCE

Kellogg's

Twin Bag

Rambo Sweet
Midget

PUNCH
3242 29'

BLUE
(BONNE

PAGE SF

Philadelphia

25'

MARGARINE

POTATO CHIPS
49;
looz
Plain' & Self-Rising

DARK
BROWN

Blue-Sonnet

Krisp-N-Fresh

Vifl%

ANGEL FLAKE

69C

e:

rA

Godchaux

WAGNER TROPICAL
RED

24-oz.

• •••
sit •

BAKER'S

CREAM ,
COCONUT SUGAR CHEESF
41iv..:1
8 el
Obc*V.
49' 1-lb box 2/35' 3/$100

444

By GEORGE HOWER
Copley News Service
OAKLAND,Calif. — Here's a
football problem for you armchair quarterbacks.
Your Learn leads, 34-31. It's
4th down and three yards to go
at your 14. There are only 31
seconds left in the game.
What call do you make?
Punt' Run out the clock'
Before you answer, consider
the way Oakland Raider head
coach John Madden handled
the identical situation in one of
the Raiders' typically dramatic
finishes this season.
Madden's solution was to
send in punter Jerry DePoyster
— but not to punt.
Instead, Depoyster was to
run back and forth in the end
zone until he was tackled for a
safety. Sure, San Diego got two
points. But Oakland won, 34-33.
Why have DePoyster take the
safety?
As Madden figured, three
things could happen — none
good for the Raiders. 1 — San
Diego could block the punt in
the end zone. 2 — San Diego
could run the punt back for a
touchdown. 3 — San Diego
could have received and then
exercised its right to ti-y' a field
goal by taking a free kick A
successful field goal would
have tied the score.
Choice No. 4 was to take the
safety — and the win.
While th4 54,681 fans in the
stands were going bananas
over this new predicament,
Madden and his strategists
knew how to extricate the
Raiders from the situation.
The simple fact is the
coaches each week "sit up and
think of all the ways a game
could possibly end and they
think up a remedy, or what you
would call an analysis, or how
they would react if the situation
occurs.''
The speaker is Nemiah Wilson, the veteran Raider corner
back, and he pulls back the curtain to allow a peek at the
Raiders' high-level strategy
making.
• '1 think this is the basic wa)
you have to do it in a game, because no one knows how the
game is going to come out, so
you have to plan for everything
that may happen or will happen.
This is the way the coaches
with the Raiders do it. They
have group meetings and think
of all the possible ways a game
can end. After they get the list
compiled, they sit down and
figure out what they would do
in the situation in case these
situations do arise.
"This is the only way you can
approach the game and be successful.
-1 think most coaches spend
the balance of their time
figuring which play they're going to run, which defenses
they're going to use, what
they're going to do with the
two-minute drill, and soon what
roerns like a small thing in a
game comes up to be a major
thing and you're not prepared.
"That could be the difference," Nemiah points out, in
winning and losing.
"You have to look at a game
from every aspect," he says,
and he thinks the "Raiders'
coaching staff does a pretty
good job of looking at an outcome and what to expect" in a
game
The Raiders' motto, incidentally, is "Pride and Poise."
To that Nemiah would add
"Preparation "
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Alternative proposed
to bail out the economy

Parents aren't selfish
enough of their kids
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service

•

49'

What this country needs is
a poll of public opinion polls on
education.
These last few months have
seen surveys of schoolmen and
laymen by the National School
Boards Association, the
American Association of School
Administrators, the Gallup
poll, the National League of
Cities and Lou Harris for the
National Reading Center.
There probably are others.
All claim to represent the
nation's or a group's views or
attainment by questioning a
"scientific, randomly selected
cross section" of about 5,000
individuals. Few of the studies
agree. Their dubious validity
depends on Who asks what

questions, how and why; who
interprets the response and for
what purpose. "Results,"
frequently preconceived, are
used with abandon to attack or
defend a multiplicity of issues
and to justify a host of expenditures and new programs.
It's a grand exercise, usually at
taxpayers' expense one way or
another.
Pending that ultimate survey, here are some observations
from my unscientific, private personal
opinion poll. Too few children
are being trained to think independently or to understand
that the decision to think or not
differentiates humans and
animals.
Not enough youngsters are
aware that thinking requires
discipline and concentration.

LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store

Coat STEAL
Open Mon.-Thurs.

1

Dear Father Lester:
Would you explain further
your alternative to President
Nixon's second phase for
checking inflation? His Pay
Board and Wage Commission
don't seem to be working.
Sam C.
Dear Sam:
The plan I suggest, unlike
President Nixon's and the more
extreme control-from-the-top
ones of the Communist nations,
does not presuppose that a few
men can coordinate the
economy of a modern complex
market
without
stifling
initiative and causing other
blunders incompatible with
just, human living. Instead it
utilizes the normal operations
of the free-pricing market and
allows the grass roots council
of labor and management in
each general industry — steel,
clothing, agriculture, etc. — to
set its own wages and prices.
Delegates from each industry
then come together in a
labor-management
national
congress in which government
is also represented. The
national congress harmonizes
the wages and price figures of
each general industry with the
other industries', the country's
needs and the world market.
Thus, the control is as far as
possible from the bottom where
it belongs.
Most components of the plan
either already exist — labor
organized according to industries, industry-wide
management councils, etc. —
or they can easily be brought
into existence. The big stumbling block is getting labor and
management to cooperate, to
realize they are partners who
fall and prosper together. The
plan itself, as far as I can see,
offers no grounds for just
complaints.

Rarely, if ever, do pupils get
true differences of opinion from
curricula, textbooks, other
materials or instructors. Day
after day, they receive only
gray shades of difference of a
single philosophy. Far too
many young adults are locked
into a particular course, school,
college or job for which they
lack motivation, talent or
ability. Public education has
become equal all right, but also
equally mediocre.
Teachers and administrators
are being asked to admit that
what they have been doing has
been incompetent at best and
fraudulent at worst.
Thus the demands for
community
control, accountability and the rush to
arbitrary
quixotic
and
"standards."
Most teachers want to do a
good job, but either don't know
how or don't understand their
reasons for failure. Many are
the product of inferior
education and t*Iin.avait it fruit
to those they are trying
desperately to help. They
believe slogans can replace
competence and knowledge of
subject.
Education's
middlemanagement
—
group
supervisors, principals, other
administrators — is worse off.
The success of a school or
school system depends upon its
leadership. Most of this group
have come up through the
ranks of teachers and find
themselves in a role for which
many have neither temperament nor inclination.
Middle management also lacks
a strong union. But school
administration is where the
money is and this group pays
for its position with sleepless
Dear Father Lester:
nights and ulcers.
I accidentally heard about an
Parents primarily are in"almost
sure winner" of a
terested in their own children's
stock going on the market. I
scholastic progress or lack of
borrowed some money from
it. They learn about it by
my closest friend without
asking, glancing at homework,
telling him about the stock. In
thumbing through a textbook
four
years my original inoccasionally and even visiting
vestment of $2,500 has shot to
the school once in a while. This
over $100,000.
is as it should be, but there is
Do I owe my friend anything
not enough parental selfbesides my paying him beck
interest.
One of the best expressions of
parent interest came from
David Spencer several years
ago when he was chairman of
the governing board of New
York City's Intermediate
School 201 Complex:
-Sure, thousands made it,
but there are millions here, so
don't hold up the thousands to
me. All of them should be
making it and that means
black, green yellow or pink.
They should all make it — but I
cry for mine and you should cry
for yours and I can't get mad at
you when you do.
"No need trying to fool me
and say that we are all together
and I like your family and if
your kid gets sick and my kid
gets sick, I will run and get the
doctor for you first. That is a
lie.
"You will run and get the
doctor for your own and then, if
you are all right with me, you
will tell the doctor, 'Go over
and see Spencer's kid, because
he is ill, too.'
"I can respect you for that
DOOR
and I can understand that. But
I can't understand you telling
me that you are going to send
him to my kid first and later to
yours. I know something is
16"x 68wrong with you or you think I
damn
am a
fool, one or the
other."
18- x68Advocates of altruism take IS
note.

with interest — which he didn't
ask for?
D. W.
Dear D. W.:
In justice you owe your friend
nothing, not even interest on
the borrowed money since he
waived it. Out of friendship,
though, since friends share
each other's good fortune, you
may "owe" him a vacation
trip, a night on the town or
some such gift.

With 20 Other Downtown

A religious museum is
planned on a 10-acre site on the
Dallas-Fort Worth turnpike in
Texas

Presents .

Christmas Specials

Stores

for You!

CHILDREN'S
MOVIE

th,s
von

ii
We present our Christmas
gift to the children of
Murray and Calloway
County. This is our way of
showing our appreciation
for your patronage during
1971. Children under 16
ears old are invited to see
f1in
COLOR

"FRECKLES

Admiv,100 50' to Those 16 of

Over

11111M1111MagaiMiaintriVINAKM.

MIRRORS oN

20%

Off

Ski

MIRRORS
'18"
'20" ...,
$2250
20"x68"

634

y,(These Are Plate Glass Mirrors Guaranteed for Wa
II 10 Years)
* We Cut Any Size to Fit LI

a Your Needs * We Have A Variety of
4
3 Framed Mirrors

g LASSITER & McKINNEY
ic

810
Sycamore

GLASS CO. 753-1111 ;I

Peace Talks Postponed
By Americans
PARIS ( UPI(—The United
States put off the next Vietnam
peace talks session fur another
week Wednesday, and the
Communists responded
by
charging the move was aimed
at killing the conference.
U.S. Ambassador William J.
Porter touched off the Communist accusations when he
dispatched a liaison officer to
the North Vietnam and Viet
Gong delegations' headquarters
with a four-paragraph memorandum informing them the
Americans will not return to
the negotiating table until Dec.
30.
"Accordingly, in order to
afford the other side additional
time for reflection and decision
on their approach to these
talks, we are withdrawing a

proposal for a meeting on Dec.
23 and, instead, have now
proposed that the next plenary
session take place on Dec. 30,"
the statement said.
President Calvin Coolidge
was born Dec. 28, 1856 in
Staunton. Va.
The harp first appeared on
coins in the reign of Henry
V1II.

MURRAY I
MUFFLER
SERVICE

Phone 753-9999

0 heighten this season's joy
let us remember the first Christmas.
11,001011k,, Equipmenl and Supplies
115 SOL/71-1 4714 STREET PHONE 753-1763
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

A Very Sincere
Merry nrismas an
A Happy, Happy New
Year From All Of Us
To All Of You!!
Thanks So Much for
This Year's Business
g R. L WARD

TOMMY ALEXANDER t

Gail Poole

Gary Cunningham

Bryan Elkins

Judy Mastera
Charles Nanny

Harold Douglas

Alton Swift

James Hooper
Randy Linn
Craig Calhoun

John Simmons
Fred Johnson
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FERN TERRACE LODGE

The exciting story of a courageous boy
who saves a forest from timber outlaws!

Plus: 5 Color Cartoons

ALL FRAMED &
UNFRAMED

y,

CARE SENDS AID
NEW YORK 1UPli —More
than 1250,000 worth of food,
clothing, soap, blankets and
tools will be airlifted to Bangle
Desh, the relief organization
CARE said Friday.
CARE staff workers who
evacuated Dacca during the
India-Pakistan war have been
alerted to return at the earliest
possibility, a spokesman said.
He said the CARE mission in
Dacca has $35,000 in emergency
funds available for immediate
needs.

governing his actions as a
human will not change and the
Ten Commandments will
remain an excellent expression
of the basic precepts.
People's understanding or
practice of morality does the
changing.

Dear Father Lester:
Two Czech children were
spirited out of Czechoslovakia
by their father and brought to
freedom in the United States.
Dear Father Lester:
Their mother, a daughter of a
With all the morality high Communist official,
changes, are Christians still stayed behind.
obliged to follow the Ten
When the father died, his
Commandments?
parents continued to raise
Jane B. them. But the
mother has
Dear Jane:
asked the courts to return the
Morality is the norm for children
to her in the old
correct human hying. As long country.
as man is man, the moral laws
What comes first in a
situation like that, the
Greens Have Meaning children's
freedom or the right
Greens that adorn home, of the mother to raise them?
streets and stores at holiday
Mrs. R. T.
time entered the lore of
Dear Mrs. R. T.:
Christmas from pagan rites
Parents have the responof old.
The ancients believed that sibility of raising their
each green had its own sig- chiidren. Because they have
nificance, and an ability to ,the responsibility, they have
do certain good—or evil — the right to exercise it.
However, their responsibility
things.
Ivy, they thought, was fes- and corresponding right is for
tive. Its convivial nature came the children's good, riot for
their own pleasure or confrom Bacchus.
Yew and cypress had the venience. Normally they offer
highest virtues. Theirs was the children a more effective
the quality, and the symbol, loving care than foster parents
of eternal life.
would.
In the case you mention, the
Inspires Music
lack
of
freedom
in
In serious music as well Czechoslovakia probably would
as popular carols, the Nativity more than counterbalance the
scene lives on.
good which the mother could do
Handel's "Messiah," for the children. Ordinarily,
Bach's "Christmas Oratorio," she should be happy that the
Berlioz' "L'Enfance du children are free and in good
Christ" are noteworthy ex- hands.
amples of music performed
year after year at Christmas.
Address all questions to
More recently, Britten's Father Lester in care of Copley
"Ceremony of Carols," Hon- News Service, P. 0. Box 190,
egger's "Christmas Cantata" San Diego, Calif. 92112. Please
and Menotti's "Amahl and enclose a stamped, selfthe Night Visitors" have addressed envelope.
joined the holiday medley of
musical treatments.

Lassiter & McKinney
Glass Co.

Until 8:00

FREE im"

.J
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(FOR SENIOR CITIZENS)
STATE APPROVED AND LICENSED—TO BE OPENED JANUARY 1 s t . 1972
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WRITE TO BOX NO. 2, MURRAY KENTUCKY FOR RESERVATIONS
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JOHNSON'S COUPON

No. 303 can

Niblet Whole Kernel Yellow

COCONUT

White

1

'49!FD. I

GREEN BEANS

Qt

No 300 can

GROUND
. BEEF

doz.

89'

PEACHES CRISCO

N
:

45'

s & WSPICED

Nabisco

II

ORANGES
RED POTATOES
25' APPLES
29' CELERY
' SALAD GREENS
23
3/$1" CAULIFLOWER
SOFTASILK

NI
111

II!

33
'

MARIO STUFFED

N
N
N
N
N
N

Pure

of

GOLD MEDAL

2/49

55' lb.

* PRODUCE
6-oz.

Cooked

S
59

Butt Half 69' lb.

Ducks - Geeseit
Capons - Hens

Frosty Acres

1 BROCCOLI SPEARS

Shank Half

b.

FROZEN FOODS *

*

N

29(PI

Good Supply

N
N
N

g

20 lb.

Turkey

7-9 lb.

1

SO%

I

gfitu'sin -

TURKEYS

4
1

to

18

t'

Nt

N

lull A

Turkeys

•

.

N
N

I

Field's Fully

..

N
N

Ig

help you save I

Armour Gold Band

N
4
N
N

-*Aare Priondly peopio

Prices Good thru December 28th

1
g -HEADQUARTIERS"

WHITE
s'iNdes

!
AO P47

:

5

\

0
II :
N

Closed All Day Christmas Day
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Rye

ST

salfilim

Wish

,.. 39
With Coupon
Limit One per purchase
Good Only at Johnson's
Expires 12/28/71

)
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SHOP

;owls

00

wA
y
THE WANT ADS

0000000000000000 000000000
NOTICE

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

•

FOR SALE

REYNOLDS CORONET, slightly FRIGIDAIRE DISHWASHER, RCA WHIRLPOOL
Refrigerator,
used. Phone 753-2217.
D21C light yellow, portable or 10.1 cubic ft. Almost new.
$100.00
stationary; antique wood bed, Call
753-9445.
D22C
COUCH THAT makes into a bed, needs refinishing, gateleg walnut
recliner, occasional chair, coffee table; black and white television,
and end tables, maple lamp table 21- screen. Phone 753-6392. D21C AKC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies, 7 weeks old.
and lamp. This merchandise
almost new. Phone 435-4042 UPRIGHT PIANO, excellent Two males, one female. 1611
evenings.
D23P
D21C condition. Phone 753-6747. D2OP Miller, phone 753-9978.

•-• _A
.
.
.. Lt
Are Poison
/--,--7 -_f
iitigibi
ti 1•/)
6•••...k .--

-...N.-b

Call

1916.•
000000000 P000000000 0000000000
:
007

SERVICES OFFERED

TS RAI TO S
Eat Year Home

•

ROACHES
Carry Gerrns

is4

a

Protect Your Home!
Just In Time for

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

Christmas! . . .

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

SHOPPER'S SPECIAL

Kelley
'
s Termite
and ,

CHRISTMAS? WHY not a
Shapemakers Gift Certificate.
Phone 753-2962.
D30NC

-39'1
-19'
-49'
-49'

4c************1
:THRESHOLD *
* Blk. Lites *Posters *
**Patches
Belts re
t *Children's Posters *
itIncense& much
*
It Open 11:00-8:00
thruChristmas Main St*
11*rphind the Yellow Sub*
le*************
AueAsite"%stslz$
CALL

753-3120
IMMEDIATELY!
altelmultabu
F.LEXTROLUX SALES &
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
TFC

NHITE

M IX

ING

Su% FOR HOME delivery of Paducah
Sun Democrat in Murray area.
Would make ideal gift. Phone
Cortez Byers, 753-6354.
D21C

CALL

753-3120

FOR ALL /our home additions, BULLDOZER-at/0RK, trucking,
alterations, remodeling, etc. also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Free Estimates, Phone 753topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
WANTED: BUTCHER to work 6123.
354-8161 after 6 (X p m
TFC
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
in local food store. Phone Fairinstallation. Phone 753-7850. TFC dealing, 354_8387,
D21P

Miss Your Paper
Call . . .

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your ,oute
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
Apulia then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

I

1

'MURRAY NURSERY CO.
Phone
753-5787

Open
Until 6:00

r-.,PROFESSIONAL SANTA Claus
for parties, or stores. Will visit
children on Christmas Eve.
Phone 753-6503
ITC

N

/

Karam 111

CALL

753-3120
IMMEDIATELY!

ENERGETIC YOUNG man or
woman with sales experience to
sell advertising for a weekly
publication in Kentucky Lakes
area. Top pay. Excellent opportunity for the right person.
Send complete resume to Leisure
Scene, P. 0. Box 4, Henderson,
Kentucky.
D22C

If You

Green or flocked to your order. Pick
one up or have it delivered to your
, door.

)

(Regularly $1.09)
SAVE 40' FOR
ST. NICK

HELP WANTED

' $," SCOTCH PINE
,.. BALSAM FIR
"Premium Quality"

On Hwy. 121
t's (Mayfield Hwy.)

69;

IMMEDIATELY

CHRISTMAS TREES

3' 1

Full OrderiFish 8 Chips

Pest Control
100 S 13th street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeats
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce

LongJohn Silvers'

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

FISH 'n CHIPS
Murray, Ky.
S. 12th St

- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE. KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

EXPERIENCED
SERVICE
station operator wanted. Give
GREAT CHRISTMAS gift; KENMORE AUTOMATIC NEW MONTCLAIR mini 8 stereo
complete references and apply in
Zenith Circle of Sound stereo. washing machine, old but runs tape player and two speakers.
person at Scottie's Standard HARRY'S
ELECTRIC
& SFPTIC TANK cleaning, back Three speed, two speakers, good.
$20.00. Phone
753 Sold for $83.94, only $50.00 Four
Service Station, East Main Maintenance. No lob is too sma hoe work. Phone Rex Camp,
75X Stand. Phone 753-7690.
D21C 8194.
• D21C Datsun 13" wheels use for snow
Street.
Reasonable
D2
rates
110 5933
TEd;
tires, $5.00 each. Phone 753Sycamore, phone 75316 FEEDER PIGS for sale, 35
WILL SELL for 895.01, cop- 8425.
2967.
D20C
JanuaryilNC
CURB HOSTESS wanted. Apply
pounds and up. Phone 753pertone refrigerator in excellent
FOR SALE
in person to Jerry's Restaurant,
6940.
D20C
ESTEY
ORGAN,
used
very
little.
condition. Will sell to the first
South 12th Street, Murray, CARROLL'S PLUMBING & THE IDEAL Christmas present.
Phone 7534361.
D22C
Phone
$95.00.
753-8376.
D21C
Kentucky.
D21C Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone miniature brown AKC registered 50 FEEDER CALVES and baby
calves,
straight
from
purebred
489-2295.
J12C Poodles. One male, one female.
HONDA MINI Trail, excellent 1200 POWER ZOOM microscope
Will be available for Christmas. dairy cows. Mostly Holstein. condition. Like new. $170.00. with experiment kit; only been
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
D20C Gordon's Market, 94 Highway Phone 753-8216 after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-9263.
used once. Phone 753-6051.
ITC
East of Murray. Phone 474D21C
The
RECORD SALE, large selection, 2236.
Lynnville Shoe Store has
TFC
country western, pop artists, and
CLEANINGEST
CARPET done it again. They are overPUPPIES! cleaner you ever used, so easy stocked with ladies boots. They
classics. Wallace Book Store, CHRISTMAS
btie
Co
1413 Olive Blvd.
D20C Miniature Schnauzers, champion too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent have the latest suede granny
sired, reasonable terms. Also electric shampooer $1. Big
boots in navy, brown and black.
WILLYS 4 wheel drive pickup Saint Bernard bathing and K.
TUXEDO RENTAL
D24C They also have the latest stretch
boots. They have the latest
truck, 1952 model, 6 forward grooming services. No poodles.
speeds, fair condition. In daily Melody-Ayre Kennels, 901-247- ONE REGISTERED black holiday boot in gold and silver
by
use.$490.00. Call 436-5414. D20C 3345, Route 2, Buchanan, Ten- Angus bull; also 1966 Chevy II. and the little girl's granny boot in
nessee.
D20C Phone 753-7975.
D22C any color. Lynnville Shoe Store,
r
Sam Perry owner. Open five days
MOBILE
Homes is ofBILL'S
Take along a sack full.
per week 8:30 till 6:00, Saturday
NORGE
FOUR
burner
electric
fering these two Christmas
Country Ham on a Biscuit.
8:30 till 5:00, Sunday 1:00 p.m. till
specials. Two bedroom 12' wide, range,$25.00. Phone 753-5556. ITC
$.25 or 4 for $.89.
6:00.
D2IC
fOe Any Occos/On
$3750.00. Three bedroom double
TRIANGLE INN
C..T.fik tit Accesior;rs
ONE
the
finer
OF
things
of
life
wide, $6995.00. Plus a lot full of
4953
753
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
Owl 1401Ja SERV IC E
nice mobile homes. 3900 South Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent hearing
aid batteries for all make
Beltine Highway, Paducah, electric shampooer $1. Murray
hearing aids. Wallis
BONANZA BOOK sale, hundreds
Home
&
Auto
Store.
D24C
Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D30C
Drugs.
to choose from. All subjects, art,
D22C
Instory, music, cookbooks, etc. HAY: RED clover and orchard HOSPITAL BEDS, $24.95,
Wallace Book Store, 1413 Olive grass. Phone 753-7550.
D23C Simmons beds with springs. BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
THREE BEDROOM trailer, west FURNISHED
APARTMENTS Blvd.
D20C
Twin size, $6.00. Bunk beds, expensive carpet, clean with Blue
side of town. Couples only. $85.00 living
room, kitchen, bathroom
1960 CHAMPION 10'x50' two $14.88. Country Boy Stores, the Lustre. Rent new electric
per month. Phone 753-9293. D21C with shower
and bath. One or tw J COUCH, 2 chairs Spanish type, bedroom trailer. Priced to sell. army Surplus Folks, 9 miles shampooer $1. Western Auto,
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- white French provincial bedroom Phone 753-9590 after 6:00 p.m.
- from Hopkinsville, Junction Home of "The Wishing
TWO BEDROOM duplex apartWell."
ments, South 16th Street, phone suit, harvest gold refrigerator, 2 D23C
D22C
Kentucky 117 and Kentucky
ment, partly furnished. Call 753753-6609.
D21C end lamps. Excellent condition.
164.
D22C
per
$120.00
p.m
7767 after 5:00
OIL STOVE, duotherm. Phone
753-6324.
D20C CHRISTMAS SPECIAL; AKC
D20C
month.
registered black and white COCKER PUPS, registered, 435-5203.
D22C
NICE 3 bedroom House, Dining
• Poodle puppy, 10 weeks old, $50.00. Pick out Christmas, ready 1964 FERGUSON TRACTOR,
35,
SEVEN ROOM furnished house, room, Den, Garage, Quiet I
145.00. Make a wonderful gift. to take 2 weeks after. Excellent
Aluminum
with plow and disc, $1,000.00
available now. Near University. location„ $140.00 per month.
Also AKC registered 1,2 year old quality. Phone 753-5605.
D22P
Phone 436-2289.
D27/iC
Carpeted and air conditioned. Available early January, Call
male buff color Cocker Spaniel.
Plates
Phone
$25.00.
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-6425 753-9917 after 6 p.m.
only
price,
Special
TFC
days or 753-5962 nights.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
D20C WURLITZER PIANOS &
53-4469 after 6:00 p.m.
23-1/16X35"
_
D22C EXTRA NICE, two bedroom
ORGANS
electric
HOLLOW
body
GIBSON
SMALL
FARM: good location;
mobile home in one of the most
.009 Thick
guitar and case. Finish is cherry
business
or future investment.
Service
FOUR ROOM furnished apart- beautiful locations around. Phone
Sales and
red, used very little. Would make
One mile
East Murray, apment, carpeted, electric heat, air 753-5109.
020C These plates are perfect
a great Christmas gift. If inproximately 10 acres pasture.
LEACH'S
Conditioned. Available January
MUSIC
&
TII
for siding or roofing
terested phone 753-5768.
D23C
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
FOR LEASE
4th. 8100.00 per month Phone
Cozy older
7 room house,
barns, for placing around
753-6425 days or 753-5962 nightmodern. For appointment call
s.
D22C
bottom of mobile homes
436-2173.
TFC

after
Six

lognomm

MAIM

DARNELL MARINE
SALES & SERVICE
Will Close At
NOON
Friday, December 24
and Will Reopen
MONDAY, JANUARY 3

One Name or Set of Numbers
Imprinted FREE on Any Shirt
Purchased at

WALLACE BOOK STORE
From Now Till Christmas
(Sale Shirts Are Not Included)
•

753jzil,?

STELLA FEED MILL

TRAILER, 10150, electric heat.
three miles from Murray Phone
753-6231.
D29C

Wishes to Thank all their customers
for their patronage during
the past year.

NICE FURNISHED new apartment. Married couples only. May
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
located at 100 South 13th
Street
1)21

Service Station
FOR LEASE

to keep out the wind
and snow, and for many
other uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

Modern, well
equipped, good location
Contact

Roberts Oil Co.
4th & Chestnut St.
Phone 753-2752

--- •

g 5n07

u /0

25' each
I Call at

I

We Wish You
A Merry Christmas
and A Happy New Year!

rxm-vmvx,vm.vx-i...AvmvxAgmv..
gMontgomery-Wardg
Sales
Agency
304 Main Street
OFF

Ledger & Times

AVAILABLE JANUARY 1st;
1631 Farmer, unfurnished one
WANT TO BUY
103 N. 4th St.
bedroom duplex apartment,
electric heat, private driveway WANT TO BUY; logs arir
Murray, Ky.
and carport. Couples only. No Standing timber. ALso have fo
pets. $70.00 per month Phone 492- sale lumber and sawdust.
8174.
D21C 'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co HONDA MINI Bike, like new
Phone 753-4147
D20C
•
TT• r • Phone 753-9457

L
Dept. 48
AL

Toys

25% OFF
X

Dept. 53 StockingStuttersX

AUTOS FOR SALE
1967 CHEVROLET CAPRICE 6
two door hardtop, power, vinyl
top, one owner. Excellent condition. $1475.00 Phone 7537745.
D21C

1971 DATSUN, 1200 coupe, dark
GIFT WRAP Food Stuffsg green,
air conditioner and meg

Dept.
45 & 77

GIFT ITEMS IA

OPEN FRIDAY (DEC. 24) UNTIL 5:00
Phone 753-1966 m!ith Your Orders
ILMVAVM-VX-VMANAVAN:mvx-va

wheels 7,000 miles. Phone 7538045 after 4:00 p.m.
D20C
1953 FORD FLAT bed pickup
truck, $223.00. Excellent condition. 1959 Chevrolet four door,
good condition. $100.00. Phone
D23C
753-9207 after 4'30p.m.

ill11/1111ifor omosseeile
,
Ter
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By limited Press Inteniatiaaal pressing foreign policy and
RAWALPINDI, Pakistan — trade problems. It was the
Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan fourth in a series of summit
resigned as president of Pakis- meetings Nixon has scheduled
tan today, turning over control with major allies during the
of the defeated nation to Yuletide season before his
Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, who wW important travels to Peking and
become the first civilian ruler Moscow next year.
in 13 years. Bhutto, who had
been named foreign minister by SAIGON—A U.S. jet fighter
Hayha at the outset of the 13- knocked out a North Vietnaday war with India that ended mese radar site Sunday only 90
Friday, arrived here today and miles from Hanoi. It was the
said, "My first priority is to deepest American mission into
raise the morale of the people the Communist nation in 13
months.
and to save the country."
American
officials
meanwhile admitted two U.S.
WASHINGTON — President planes have been brought down
Nixon flies to Bermuda today over North Vietnam in the past
for conferences with British 10 days. Two pilots from one of
Prime Minister Edward Heath the downed craft were rescued,
designed to bolster sagging officials said, but no details
Anglo-American ties and to were available on the second
reach a new understanding on downed jet.

Collisions .

•

Continued from Page 1)

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
—A chain of explosions ripped
through stores and offices in
downtown Belfast today, scattering crowds of Christmas
shoppers. Earlier, a 16-year-old
Roman Catholic girl was killed
when an ice cream truck in
which she was riding rammed a
British army armored truck
blocking a road in a Catholic
neighborhood.

Sycamore Streets with its left
rear side, the police report said.
Damage to the Dodge was on
the front part and to the
Chevrolet on both rear sides of
the car.
Involved in a collision on South
13th Street at 2:54 p.m. were a
1,87 Chevrolet four door station
wagon driven by Albert Wilson
Parker of 520 Smith 6th Street,
Murray, and a 1970 Maveriok two
door owned by David Robert
Adams, 304 South 4th Street,
From The
Murray.
The Adams car was parked on
the left side of South 13th Street
headed south. Parker, backing By United Press International
ATLANTA—The
Rt. Rev.
out of driveway on South 13th
Street, hit the rightsear quarter John D. Stapleton, who baptized
panel of the Adams car, ac- golfing immortal Bobby Jones
cording to the police report. No into the Roman Catholic faith
damage was reported to the three days before he died:
He seemed so peaceful after
Parker car
he was baptized. I think it gave
him a great deal of comfort."

Quotes
News

Purchase Area
Hog Market

.WASHINGTON—Commissioner Charles C. Edwards of the
Food and Drug Administration
Federal State Market News FDA), indicating he will
continue criticizing Ralph NaService
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog der and other consumer actiMarket Report Includes 9 Buying vists:
Who kicks us in the rear the
stations
Receipts: Act. 3027 Est. 1000 hardest? You name me one soBarrows
and Gilts 50 cents called consumerist who has
higher Sows strong to 50 cents ever gone before Congress and
asked them to do something for
higher.
US 13 200-240 lbs., 21.50-22.00 the FDA."
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 22.00-22.25
ROME—Pakistan Foreign Mi
US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 21.25-21.50
nister Zulficiar Ali Bhutto has
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 30.75-21.25
replaced President Agha Mo
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 20.25-20.75
hammed Yahya Khan:
Sows
"Pakistan is a single entity
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.. 15.25-16.25
The unity of the nation will be
US 1-3 300-650 lbs 14.50-15.25
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 14.00-14.50 few safeguarded. India occupied
Pakistan territories by force
down to 13.00
and a lasting peace cannot be
Boars 11.50-13.50
reached if New Delhi does no
restore that which it conquered
with tanks."

Death Claims
Mrs. Guier At
Hospital Today

CHICAGO—The Rev. Jesse
Jackson, announcing the formation of a new civil rights
organisation—People United to
Save Humanity (PUSH):
"The courts are too slow, the
judges are too corrupt. We are
going to move in direct actions
We will be as nonviolent as we
can be, and as violent as we
must be."

Mrs. Lola Bremen Guier of
1607 Magnolia Drive, Murray,
died this morning at 9:30 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Murray woman was 87
years of age and was a member
of the Mt Hebron United
Methodist Church. She and her
husband, Quint T. Guier, who
(Continued from Page 1)
survives, were married on April importance
of the administra18, 1920.
tion's decision to revoke the 10
Mrs. Guier was born January 7, per cent
import surcharge that
1884, in Marshall County and was Nixon lowered
on Aug. 15. He
the daughter of the late W. A. called
it a "vital first step in
Brazzell and Louise Mathis averting
the international trade
Brazzell. She is survived by her war that
has been threatening
husband, and one daugher, Miss the world
since Aug. 15. Until
Martha Guier, both of 1607 some more quotas
and tariffs
Magnolia Drive, Murray.
go, the danger of that trade
The funeral arrangements will war hangs
on."
be by the Blalock-Coleman More
foreign exchange marFuneral Home and time for kets in the
countries party to
friends to call will be announced the new
agreement were closed
later.
today while the impact of the
decisions was absorbed and
studied. The executive directors
of the International Monetary
Fund
met in
Washington
Sunday and agreed to establish
a temporary set of standards
Funeral ser%-.H es for Miss under which currency exchange
Euple Jones of Hardin Route One rates will be allowed to
were held Sunday at two p.m. at fluctuate under the new
Cumberland agreement.
Unity
the
Presbyterian Church with Rev.
UNFRIENDLY NEIGHBORS
L. E. Moore and Rev. Eura
BARIGNANE, France (UPI)
Mathis officiating
—According to the city fire
Interment was in the Unity
department, the neighbors of
Cemetery with the arrangements
mechanic Raymond David were
by the rilbeck and Cann Funeral not on
good terms with him.
Home of Benton
They refused to telephone
Miss Jones, age 59, died firefighters
when the David
Saturday at 7:15 a.m. at the home
burst into flames or to
Benton Municipal Hospital.
help pass the fire buckets when
Survivors are one sister, Mrs. the fire
engine arrived, Fire
Reba Wyatt of Hardin Route Department
officials said
One; four brothers, Reed Jones,
ONE CITED
Elvie Jones, and
Coy Jones,
Alvie Jones, all of Hardin Route One person was cited for
One; sister-in-law, Mrs Virgie disregarding a stop light on
Jones of Benton Route Four with Sunday at 3:05 a.m. by the
Murray Police Department.
whom she made her home
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Red China beginning
diplomacy war in U.N.
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — last realistically tackle the
"All diplomacy," observed problems of the world now that
China's Chou En-lai in March, Peking was a member.
1954, "is a continuation of war Nevertheless, Red China
by other means."
dearly indicated in its maiden
Lenin made much the same U. N. speech a hardening and
statement. So it should have unyielding revolutionary line.
come as no surprise that his U. N. delegates sought to
pupil, Chou En-lai, would put portray such intransigence as
this principle into practice even more "moderate" than past
before Peking officially took its Peking pronouncements.
seat here at the United Nations.
References in the speech of
Heading the advance party of Chiao Kuan-hua, chief Peking
the Red Chinese U. N. delegate, to "liberation" and
delegation was K110 Liang, furtherance
of
global
immediately
by "revolution" were greeted by
tagged
American .intelligence experts most delegates as part of
as one of Peking's top Peking's political style.
espionage operatives who
One did not expect the
helped recruit and train euphoria of U. N. delegates
guerrillas in Africa and Cabs. toward Peking to end so
Kao Liang was kicked out of at quickly and dramatically. Two
least two countries fu. days after its maiden speech,
espionage activities.
Peking set off an atmospheric
In the very week Peking took nuclear test! Only the day
her U. N. seat, informed before, the General Assembly
sources at the Justice had been meeting on general
Department in Washington and complete disarmament
disclosed that Peking was and studying a draft resolution
using a seamen's union in Hong on "the urgent need for
Kong to smuggle onto ships suspension of nuclear and
bound for Canadian ports thermonuclear tests."
espionage operatives who
China had taken great pains
would then jump ship and make in its first U. N. speech to attheir way to the United States tack the United States and
to form espionage cells. Soviet Union on the question of
Significantly*: Peking nuclear arras. "The one or two
apologists in America dismiss superpowers are stepping up
these two separate instances as their arms expansion add war
in no way indicating the same preparations and vigorously
kind of deceitful diplomacy developing nuclear weapons,"
practices in the last 25 years by Peking's chief delegate told an
the Soviets as a U. N. member. admiring General Assembly,
The same sort of delusion and -thus they are seriously
refusal to face facts permeated threatening international
most of the current crop of peace ... the superpowers,
U. N. delegates. In five hours of while talking about disarspeeches, Communist and non- mament every day, are acCommunist expressed the tually engaging in arms exconviction and hope that the pansion daily."
world organization would at
The intransigent toughness of

BOWLING
STANDINGS
Thursday Couples
Bowling League

Peking within a
world
organization favorably
disposed toward its presence is
a clear warning for President
Nixon when he journeys to
Peking. The Red Chinese with
their unyielding attitude are
likely to create for the
President impossible, if riot
highly unacceptable, demands
when he gets to Peking. In fact,
the Chinese have always made
it clear that the trip is viewed
by them as a "defeat" for the
United States. Mr. Nixon, like
the non-Communist delegates
here at the United Nations,
genuinely believes that compromise is part and parcel of
settling
outstanding
international issues. However,
like the Soviets, the Chinese are
showing a characteristic
Communist capacity for no
compromise.
On the day Peking gave its
first official speech in the
United Nations, it was also the
38th anniversary of U. S.
recognition of the Soviet Union.
One could say that ever since
then the West has been in
retreat. Lenin would be pleased
at how his pupils bath hi
Moscow and Peking have
pursued their unyielding
principles against us here in
the West who seem to have
none.
No matter what statements
GOP supporters of Mr. Nixon
make to try and mollify those
angered at the President's
China policy, he is unwittingly
helping to advance the
revolutionary goals of Peking,
just as Franklin Roosevelt did
with the Soviets. And as
another Roosevelt, Theodore,
said of the Chinese: "'The
Chinese despise weakness even
more than they prize justice."
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Traditional Home Provides Contemporary Convenience
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DESIGN 7145: The remembered criarm of Provincial house0 i. captured in contemporary spirit in this gracious two-story house. Exterior stucco plaster is a
neat accent in today's suburbia. Massing gives variety of character without requiring expensive, extensive foundation offsets.
Ma JOHN D BLOODGOOD, Architect
235 East 45th Street New York, N.Y. 10017
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:FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Rites Are Held
For Miss Jones

THE HOUSE has 2,220 square feet on
two floors, It is 50'8" wide x 38'
deep, including garage.
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Ily JOHN D. SLOODGOOD, Architect
A TWO-STORY HOUSE that is contemporary in
Its living advantages can retain the traditional values
we associate with this double-level planning. Here,
contemporary advantage is taken with the rounded
provincial roof dormers, the two-story massing in an
informal balance of heights and projections. Note the
attention - deserving focus of the important frame
around the front entrance. Study the way in which
the garage has been incorporated into the mass of the
house so that it becomes less important and prominent than one set completely astride the house. Note
the basic simplicity of the plan shape which economizes your building dollars without sacrificing custom
character and individuality.
The plan, too, works in a contemporary way for
your family's living. The living room shares its space
with a sunken conversation area at rear. The family
room and kitchen open to each other in a 31-foot
sweep of space overlookink the rear patio. Both areas
are private from each other to absorb simultaneous
but different family activities, vet each has comfortable spaciousness.
The family entrance through the mud room provides
a clothes storage closet and a convenient half bath.
Guest entrance gives a dramatic spacial impression
with a view of the vaulted ceiling of the living room
and the balcony above. Upstairs, the master suite has
a lavish dressing area with a 6-foot vanity plus 15
feet of closet space. Three other family bedrooms,
planned with adequate wall and closet space, share
the double, divided facilities of the hall bath.
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THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

'Natural park'
FCSENE, Italy (UPI) — A
125-acre corner of unspoiled
Alpine landscape near the borders with Austria and Yugo
581slavia has been turned into a
protected "naturalark."
194
The park, including two
187
179 tiny lakes known as Upper and
178 Lower Fusine and overlooked
175
Mangart,
175 by 8,786-foot Mt.
158 includes beautiful forests and
155
ptstures. The fauna ranges
151
eagle and
147 from salmon to deer,
140 a variety of fowl.

Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Likely
4 Parent
(collog.)
6 Beg
11 Closed
securely
13 Remained at
ease
15 Teutonic deity
16 Slow
disintegration
18 Compass point
19 Pronoun
21 Goddess of
discord
22 Ireland
24 Harbor
26 God of love
28 Roman bronze
29 Decorate
31 Winter
precipitation
33 Compass point
34 Cravats
36 Bridge term
38 Hebrew letter
40 Small rugs
42 Submerge in
water
45 Macaw
47 Cronies
(Yahoo.)
49 Sluggish
50 Incarnation ot
Vishnu
52 Small amount
54 Printer's
measure
55 Conjunction
56 Collect into a
volume
59 Note of scale
goddess
Moon
61
63 Puffed up
unusual
65 More
66 A continent
(abbr.)
67 Before
DOWN
711
1 Peer Gynt's
633
mother
629
2 Punctuation
630
mark
612
3 Symbol for
tantalum

• BUILD AND IMPROVE
YOUR BETTER HOME

World News In Brief

KHAN ,

HOME IMPROVEMENT FEATURE: A bar seems to turn entertaining into a
special pleasure for the man of the house. At this one, he can mix company
specials when entertaining or refresh himself and his wife for family evenings together. The design, shown in complete detail In the plans, incorporates the "most-wanted" features in a space just 2' deep by 4' long.
Higher than the usual kitchen counter, this one is a handy height for mixing and serving drinks. This height allows especially generous storage space
below the counter. Note, at right, the large liquor cabinet; at left, the small
bar refrigerator at bottom, the drawers and special cabinet above. On top of
the cabinet, glass shelves are adjustable for your own glasses. The arch front
gives a decorative grace to the bar area and conceals side strip lighting that
focusses a party glow on the bar.
For information on blueprints for this bar, write to John D. Bloodpiod, 234 Meat
45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017. Please specify Horne Improver:tont Desiga 7146
and enclose a stamped, aeltaddreased envelope.
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Van Allen opposes
U.S. space shuttle
By FRANK MACOMBER
Milltary-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
America's space shuttle
program, the next scheduled
extravaganza beyond the 1973
Skylab production, is running
afoul of earthly troubles seven
years before it is slated to get
off the ground.
For some months the
aerospace economy bloc in
Congress has been building up
forces to combat the earth-tospace shuttling of astronauts
asSigned to live and work
aboard a huge orbiting
scientific laboratory in the sky.
The bloc's argument is that the
cost of the space shuttle project
— estimated from 810 to $15
billion — far exceeds its
scientific value.
Scientists, bloc members
contend, should be able to find
out all they need to know about
long-duration space flights
what happens to
from
astronauts when they fly on
three Skylab missions in 1973.
Three spacemen will be sent on
a 28-day roission and two more
teams en 56-day flights each
during the year.
Now the congressional foes of
the space shuttle have an
important new ally. He is Dr.
James A. Van Allen, head of
the Department of Physics and
Astronomy at the University of
Iowa but known internationally
for his discovery of two
radiation belts — named after
him — circling the earth.
Dr. Van Allen says two
scheduled unmanned Pioneer
spacecraft flights to the giant
planet Jupiter will be far more
valuable to science than the
space shuttle and cost only a
fraction as much.
The first Pioneer is to be
launched from Cape Kennedy,
Fla., next Feb. 27, the second
one 1.3 months later, for 380million-mile journeys to the
vicinity of Jupiter.
Dr. Van Allen. long an advocate of unmanned space
missions, made certain his
views would get some at-

tention.
He voiced them during a
recent lecture to a group of
at
writers
scientific
Brookhaven, N. Y.,
Laboratories where they
gathered for a week of talks on
scientific developments.
The famed scientist who
virtually dropped out of the
space program several years
ago says he doubts there is any
goal the space shuttle can
achieve that will be worth the
project's cost. He estimates it
at $13 billion by the time the
shuttle first flies in 1978.
Dr. Van Allen labels the
shuttle program as a sort of
"roalte-work" project for the
and
spacecraft
manned
manned space flight centers at
Houston, Tex., and Huntsville,
Ala., respectively.
Space agency officials, cm the
other hand, insist prolonged
manned missions, perhaps up
to a year in earth orbit, are
vital to medical scientists if
they are to determine whether
man safely can set out
someday for such faraway
planets as Jupiter.
Dr. Van Allen counters this
by pointing out the unmanned
Pioneer spacecraft will pass
mysterious
the
through
asteroid belt on its way to
Jupiter and then enter the
planet's intense radiation belt.
What its instruments radio
back to earth may tell space
scientists whether a manned
spacecraft could survive these
perils.
( The asteroid belt is a vast
circle of space debris orbiting
the sun from 180 to 330 million
miles out. It is made up of
rocky objects ranging in size
from 480 miles thick to
fragments smaller than bicycle
wheel ball bearings.)
Dr Van Allen concedes the
asteroid belt might block the
Pioneer spacecraft or that they
might be knocked out of action
by Jupiter radiation. Yet the
missions are vital as the
stepping-stones to later even
longer journeys into the outer
solar system, he emphasizes.

brom Gift Wrappings
BASKETBALL SOLDIERS

Christmas — what a fabulous, fascinating, thoroughly
fantastic day for the children!
It's a day for eating the tastiest goodies, opening the most
exciting surprises from Santa,
playing with the most wonderful toys, dolls and games.
In fact, it's so exciting that
sometimes even the liveliest
youngsters want to rest.
This is the signal for Morn
and Dad to suggest a change
of pace, such as a slow-paced
game to play or something
that's fun to do or make.
"Basketball Soldiers" could
be the answer.
The soldiers can be made
from leftover ribbons and
wrappings in the house on
Christmas Day, or even from
gift wraps and ties that the
kids have removed from their
own share of Santa's bounty.
Material not immediately at
hand can be added later, but
If there are corrugated board
and ping-pong balls around,

accident victims, not drivers If
a suspected drunk driver loses
control of his auto and causes
American motorists and an accident in which he is
their passengers might be safer killed, the law often forbids an
if the federal government autopsy. This. Engelman
heeds the recommendations of claims, hinders attempts to
an Ohio State Highway Acci- find causes of many accidents.
In Miami, Fla, where the
dent Research Team now completing a two-year study for the rule has been eased, it was
Department of Transportation. found that 5 per cent of drivers
Happily, there's a good iri the older age bracket killed
chance the team's proposals in accidents already were dead
will be followed to some extent, before impact. And another 20
since the department financed per cent were incapacitated
it and asked for the study in the prior to the mishaps in which
they died, according to Engelfirst place.
What this country needs, man.
He and his team also recomsays Helmuth Engelman, Ohio
State University traffic re- mend rewriting the so-called
searcher and chief of the re- -implied consent" law on
search team, is more emphasis drunken driving tests. Engelon improving driver compe- man says it is virtually impostence and less on developing sible in some states to get a
such safety devices as air bags. drunken driving conviction in
Engelman says the team's an accident case under present
investigation of 60 accidents laws. Moreover, police must
shows the causes of most were have an indication that a driver
driver incompetence, poor is drunk before an alcohol test
judgment of risk, inattention to even can be administered
Engelman and his team
driving, drunkenness and popr
vehicle condition.
recommend that specific conInadequate road hazard sent for an alcohol test be rewarnings contributed to driver quired of a driver when he or
confusion in some cases, he she applies for an operator's liadds.
cense
While seat belts are the best
As for government safety
form of safety device if proper- programs, Engelman obly worn, Engelman and the serves:
team are less enthusiastic
-Blaming the driver for the
about proposed federal air bag traffic safety problem is not
requirements for 1976 cars.
currently in vogue. It is highly
He claims air bags would be unpopular to emphasize the
effective only in a direct frontal driver's incompetence. I think
collision, a type of accident that we're trying to Stift-pedal the
occurs mostly at low driving driver's responsibility. The
speeds.
driver has to assume some re'"The air bag is a potential sponsibility for keeping himself
hazard," Engelman insists. "It alive."
will blow out the windows as it
Some traffic experts who
blows up, and then throw you have analyzed the Ohio State
out of the car unless you are findings say they make good
situated in exactly the right sense. If the Department of
Transportation feels the same
place."
The Ohio State study reflects way about it, perhaps the agenthe need for legal reforms in cy will propose new laws aimed
two areas - coroner law and at making drivers more responsible and thus diminish the
drunk driving statutes.
Under most present coroner need for so many safety belts
laws. Engelman explains, and "passive restraint" deautopsies are allowed only for vices like the air bag
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

board. Score arms on back at
dash lines (see diagram) and
fold forward.
3. Cement patterned gift
wrap to hat and shirt area,
including backs of arms.
4. Cement foil gift wrap to
legs. Glue a piece of cord
down center of legs to divide
trousers.
5. Add sequins for eyes.
Cut mouths from gift wrap.
6. Decorate hat and add
Other decorations, from
shredded ribbon.
7. For the ring or "basket,"
remove top and bottom from
ribbon spool. Cover the inner
ring with foil. Place arms
around ring and- staple in
place. Staple ring to body.
Basketball soldiers can then
be glued to covered,corrugated board and numbers glued
In place under each figure.
Object is to toss ping-pong
balls into the rings. Numbers
on board, under the soldiers,
determine ;he score.

the soldiers can be used at
once for an impromptu basketball game.
A diagram accompanying
this article shows dimensions
to follow in cutting out the
soldiers. The whole idea was
developed by the Norcross
design studio.
The following materials, or
substitutes, can be used.
Solid-color glazed gift wrap;
patterned gift wraps
Foil gift wrap
Cord and ribbon
Ribbon spools, 3/4" wide it
3" diameter
Stapler
White glue, rubber cement,
spray adhesive
Corrugated board, poster
board or heavy cardboard
Numbers cut from gold
paper
1. Using spray adhesive,
cover corrugated board (26"
x 36") with red gift wrap.
Edge board with gold ribbon.
'2. Cut soldiers from poster

Scientists studying enzymes
By CARL W.RITTER
Copley News Service
Since the big oil spill at Santa
Barbara, Calif., at least one
large oil company has been
busier than usual hosting at
lunch, one might say
What passes as lunch is being
served by lab technicians
The program, the company
hopes, will fit neatly one day into an improved ecology picture.
Actually, what they're doing
is turning their lab people loose
to study more intently than
ever before the remarkable
eating habits of microorganisms that devour complex
molecules such as the hydrocarbons of petroletan. And
down the road from this, the oil
company hopes, it will find a

Kroger Flans
Open-Dating Of
Perishable Food
The Kroger Co. will open date
some 1,300 perishable food
products packed under its
private labels.
Announcement of the decision
was made in Milwaukee at a
conference tor consumef group
leaders sponsored by the Center
for Consumer Affairs of the
Wisconsin
of
University
Extension and the Community
of
Institute
Nutrition
Washington, D. C.
Theodore Engel, vice preident
of grocery merchandising for
Kroger, said the date will
indicate the final day on which
the product may be offered for
sale. This "pull" or final sale
date is designed to allow the
product to be at high quality for
an average usage period (or
longer) in the customer's home
after purchase, he said.
being
The
programis
implemented immediately,
Engel said, starting with
wieners and luncheon meats,
refrigerated biscuits, eggs, and
margarine. By the end of 1972,
he explained, 1,300 private brand
perishable and semi-perishable
in
food
products packed
processing
Kroger's own
or
by
outside
plants,
manufacturers will be opendated.
Kroger private label food
products are sold in the
company's 1,400 suprmarkets in
20 midwestern and southern
states.

Group Asks For
Train For Savannah
To Nashville
ATLANTA (UPI)—The Georgia Railroad Passengers Association has asked the National
Railroad Passenger Corp.
( AMTRAK ) to add a new train
connecting Savannah, (;a. with
Nashville, Tenn
In a letter to AMTRACK
President Roger Lewis, the nonprofit organization endorsed a
proposal by the Nashville chapter of the National Railway
Historical Society which calls
for operating a train between
Nashville and Savannah by way
of Chattanooga and Atlanta
tuna fleets, sailing In .111
'Um Diego, Calif., rang, as to
4- the waters off Africa and
I holland,

natural and safe way to clean
uP
Bio-treatment, of course, is,
not new, but the. heightened interest in it within the petroleum
industry is. As Richard Kilpert,
senior engineering associate
for an affiliate of Humble Oil &
Refining Co., commented:
'The ordinary septic tank is
a familiar example of the biotreatment process. And nearly
every municipality has some
kind of bio-treatrnent for at
least part of its sewage."
He said it merely systematizes nature's normal processes.
"If you put raw sewage into a
river, microorganisms attack
it immediately. We've found
bib-treatment plants to be an
effective ally, too, in removing
contaminants from water used
at refineries."
At Humble's Bayway refinery in New Jersey, where
11.5,015) barrels of crud* oil are
refined each day, 15 million
gallons of "process water"
used in the process emerge
containing traces of organic
compounds derived from oil. A
new $5 million bio-treatrnent
plant there removes these
chemicals.
"Bugs" eat 'em.
Chemist Ken Altreuter explained:
Contaminated process water
goes first to a separator which
skims off floating oil and sends
it back for reprocessing. Then

pumps transfer the water into
Lagoons which oil-loving microorganisms call home. The water is mixed with brown bacterial sludge whose one-cell
creatures convert organic
chemicals to carbon dioxide
and water.
The effluent drains into a settling tank, where the bugs sink
to the bottom. The water, clean
and clear by this time, can be
cycled back into refinery use
and the bugs can be returned to
their lagoon.
Microbiologist Raam Mohan
has been studying why microorganisms like hydrocarbons
how they devour them.
"They do it with enzymes,"
he reported. An enzyme is a
biocatalyst capable of changing one componed into another
without being altered itself.
It's a kind of molecular
mousetrap that snaps shut on a
.molecule of the compound it
uses as a source of energy and
food for growth.
Mohan said Enzyme A will
attack a hydrocarbon molecule
and change it into an alcohol
before passing it along to Enzyme B, which will convert it
into an organic acid, which,
handed to Enzyme C, will be
changed to an ester.
Through a descending chain
of reactions, the microorganism ultimately excretes the
two by-products, carbon dioxide and water, as waste.
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FUN TO MAKE ON CHRISTMAS DAY ARE "Basketball
Soldiers," which can then be mounted on covered, corrugated
board to become part of a game played with ping-pong balls.
Numbers oft the board help in totaling up game points. Materials are gift wraps and ties, either leftovers or those removed
from packages. Suggested by the Norcross Design Studio,

•

DIAGRAM SHOWS dimensions for making the soldiers
in the "Basketball Soldiers"
game. Dash lines indicate
where arms should be scored
and folded forward.

England's pubs differ
from American saloons
By MARGOT DICK
Copley News Service
LONDON — "Be back in a
minute, luv."
She brings it to you fast: a
frothing pint of black English
ale.
You are sitting in a typical
English pub. And you have just
met a typical English barmaid.
Her color is high; she isn't
young. Maybe 40. Her hips say
she has a family. She'd never
make a bunny in anybody's key
club. Why do you like her on
sight?
You hear a woman's voice
behind you say,"My son, he's a
member of the English constabulary in Tonbridge, Kent."
This means he's a cop.
You turn around to look at
her and, blimey, she's a
grandmother in an old brown
coat and a Queen Mary hat,
slightly askew. Her cockney is
right out of "My Fair Lady."
The gentleman she is talking
to is about 25; he wears his
blond hair long over the collar
of his impeccable suit, and he
speaks the King's English.
Their voices rnix in a marvelous blend: beer and
champagne, homogenized. The
British class system stops at
the pub.
He is asking her how many
children her son has, and she

says seven. He says he must be
quite a man. In America the
25-year-old would probably be
spitting in the old lady's eye
and shouting, "Hasn't your son
heard of people pollution?")
Pub society cuts across class
and age, too. At the corner
table are two gray-haired
women, buxom and bouncy.
They poke each other hard and
laugh a lot. Next to them are a
girl and a huge man who looks
like a retired British colonel.
You see wine and beer on the
tables. Everybody talks to
everybody else.
The ubiquitous dart board is
in use. The barmaids kid the
men, soothe the old ladies and
control the kids with extra
Cokes.
The barkeep is often a retired
policeman who has saved his
money and bought a neighborhood pub to pad his pension
and keep his old age lively. He
knows how to handle drunks.
"We have no trouble at all
here." he says. "Everybody's
here for fun and, if one takes a
bit too much, well now, the
least we can do is help him
home. That's the way I see it."
In downtown London, pubs
serve some of the best food in
Britain. You can order a "roast
beef salad" in the Barley Mow
on Duke Street, for instance,
and when it comes it turns out

co be a plate-size slice of rare
roast beef, plus numerous
helpings of cole slaw, crockbaked beans, cold fresh salmon
and green salad. Delicious and
cheap.
At Dirty Dick's, or the Nag's
Head in London, you can get
red wine out of a barrel, and a
bar lunch for under $2.
Newsmen swear by the
Waterloo Dispatch at the back
of the Britannia Hotel,
Marlborough Head, the Audley
Arms, or the Barley Mow, all
on or just off Grosvenor Square
and close to the U. S. Embassy.
Pubs open here at 10 a.m, and
close right after lunch at 2:30
p.m. until 6 in the evening.
They close again at 11 p.m. and
tourists, looking for serious
drinking or somebody to pick
up, are sometimes flabbergasted by the English.
—They call this a swinging
town?" an American asked the
Hotel
at the
doorman
Britannia. "Why they roll up
the sidewalks right after I eat
breakfast."
The British don't care. Pubs
are not like American bars.
An American living here
says: "The English pubs are
still innocent places where
people eat food together, sip a
few pints and communicate the
fact that they are glad to be

J1iILQJiday oohij
)3,46./ or m urrO
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Prayer experiment
tried by scientists
college students, for inmates
about to leave prison, for
couples. for women, for the unemployed and for narcotics adNEW YORK — It was a sun- dicts and alcoholics — its prinpie announcement, typed on a cipal ministry is to the business
commuruty
3x5 file card
PRAYER MEETING
CONFERENCE ROOM
NOON WEDNESDAY
Had it been tacked on a
cturch bulletin board it would
not have caused a ripple But in
this case it had been placed
among the announcements
posted in a corridor of the research laboratory of one of the
nation's largest corporations.
The man who put it there was
not -Same kind of nut," as a
few of his colleagues suspected,
but rather a disheveled scientist with three advanced degrees who had been an ixibehever until his marriage to a
dedicated Christian a few
months earlier
He had found so much satisfaction in his own periods of
prayer that he had decided to
organize a weekly prayer
meeting for any of his coKo:sh LS .4 ROSE—Myra Sacklebra. a Junior at slurra) State
._ _welters 'ho cared to attend.
taiversity. has bees theses the -Rose" Sweetheart ed
end down the
• ktULL•wer,4
ebapier,t Bagipa Alpha social fraternity. Shahs
tiled corrickaa and into the'
dasighser of Mr and Mrs Clifford E Sachlebes of 1138 Standiford
sterile research laboratories
lase la Louisville.
while the scientist, on the adWoolley)
Wilson
Photo by
•
vice of a well-wishing colleague. sought help in his project. His call went to the Rev.
Paul Everett, executive director of the Pittsburgh Experiment, who quickly gave advice
and was present for the first
prayer meeting, attended by
six scientists and two mainteBy TOM HORTON
nance men, while the corridor
Copley News Service
outside hummed with curiosity
seekers who peeked through
A hot-tempered matron lady
the glass-paneled door
living deep in the heart of
Today that group is going
shadiest suburbia with her
strong and has been expanded
husband and a dog, read in the
as more and more scientists
paper about a grass roots .
bring to weekly gatherings
movement to do something
their personal and business
about the indiscriminate
problems to discuss and pray
conduct of neighborhood dogs
over.
who use everybody's lawn but
Where one group of eight met
their own, and the hotonly a year ago, there are now
tempered matron lady went
three groups of 15 men each
through the ceiling.
' who meet regularly in the
"That's it!" she howled in a
laboratory building with the
most unmatronly manner.
approval of the management.
"I've had it — that does it!"
The Pittsburgh Experiment,
Whereupon she slammed the
started informally at a country
paper onto the carpet, reached
club cocktail party in 1953 and
for the telephone and called the
organized as a truth ato-yedge
Idiot at the newspaper who was
later, grew out of an appeal by
picking on dogs
the late Dr Samuel Moor Shoe"You think something should
EpisCalvary
maker, rector of
be done about the conduct of
copal Church, to a group of
neighborhood dogs" she
nonreligious businessmen to
yelped, not waiting for an
give God a 30-day trial just as
answer. "Well, I'm tired of
they might test a new brand of
people picking on the poor little
razor blade.
dogs — I want to know when
experiHe asked the men to
somebody's going to do
ment with prayer for that
something about the conduct of
length of time. Each was to
neighborhood kids' How would
-ask God every day in all
you like to come out to my
your
at
you
meet
honesty to
house and look at the toilet
point of reed, in spite of your
paper in my tree"
umbelief."
Now what would you cio if a
Thirty days later the group
lady invited you out to her
gathered again, this time at the
house to look at the toilet paper
Harvard-Yale-Princeton Club, in her tree'
and almost to a man its memI said, "Iasten, matron lady,
bers reported positive results
I'll give you 24 hours to calm
from taking a prayerful ap- down, and wash your dog, and
proach to their problems At
I'll be out " She said,
Shoemaker's suggestion, they
"Agreed."
back
to
carried the experiment
their companies and organized
So it was up and out into the
groups there. Today some 600
a-isp morning and off to the
to 700 men, in groups of about
manicured heart of shadiest
15, gather in Pittsburg every
suburbia for coffee and hot
week to pray, discuss their
a-oss buns with a hot-tempered
problems and find ways to help
matron lady and her mildothers
mannered dog, who had just
Everett, 42, who turned to the
had a bath. The dog was the
ministry after a career in busisame color as the toilet paper
ness, was on his way to achievstrung ttrough the gracefully
FOr the folks on the farm Cr a son or daughter
ing his goal of becoming an ad- swaying elm tree.
I said, "Who put the toilet
vertismg executive when he deo college or a loved one in the service. We will
cided to enter Princeton
paper in your elm tree, matron
write a cotorful gift letter saying you are the sender
Theological Seminary. from
Lady'"
and expressing your wishes for a Merry Xmas and
which he graduated in 1964 By
She said, "Kids" I said,
a Happy New Year, subscription will start on
then he had married Margaret "But why" She said, "Who
th
e
fill
in
date you select. All you have to do is
Peale, daughter of Dr. and
knows- why' Who knows why
Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale, they run over my lawn with
coupoin below and mail with your remittance. Well
who joined turn enthusiastical- their radial tires! Who knows
do the rest
ly in his ministry of evangelisin
why they tramp through my
it the Wayne Presbyterian
shrubs' Who knows why they
Church on Philadelphia's Main
don't eat their lunch at school
The Ledger & Times
ne •
and stop and eat it on my front
P.O. Box 32
In 1969, he was named execu- Lawn on the way home! Who
Murray, Ky. 42071
tive director of the Pittsburgh
knows why they stole so many
ma.1 ps*
E., e
Experiment.
of Mrs. Dobenspeck's bulbs off
CHRISTMAS (OCT 1.1.4341111IP1'tON t. rim 1441....•;,,
Although it has a number of her Christmas tree in the front
jocrime.
programs — for teen-agers and
yard, Mrs. Dobenspeck cut the
NAME
tree down' Who knows why
PUBLIC PIGEONS
STREET or itotert
kids act the way they do
GENOA, Italy (UPI
—A today!"
STATE
CITY
Genoa court ruled Thursday
The matron lady went on to
Chdie red 6*
that pigeons nesting in water- explain that she has been exAddresi
front buildings are the property periencing some difficulties
with the neighborhood kids She
of the port authority.
It made the ruling in said Lord, don't use my name
dismissing charges of unlawful — last thing I need is more
hunting brought by the animal toilet paper in my tree."
She shook her finger at me
In Calloway and Adloining Cooties:
protection league against three
"What gripes me is the way
employes
who
port
captured
One Year $7.88 Six Months $5.78
hundreds of the pigeons and people like you are always
yelling about the dogs OK,I've
Outside Calloway and Adioining Counties
turned them over to breeders.
got a dog. The first two years
up to 150 Miles:
he was quite a lover, and the
man down the street with a
One Year $15 75 Six Months $10.50
female dachshund threatened
. UNDER THE PALM
Over 150 Miles From Murray:
Some say the traditional to shoot Brewester --- that's our
Christmas tree was once a dog's name, Brewester — if we
One Year $18.90 Six Months $12.60
palm with 12 parts each part didn't keep him away from the
representing one of the 12 little dachshund So we had
Note: All prices include Sales Tax.
Brewester operated on."
apostles.
Brewster is no longer a
By CLAIRE COX
Capita News Service

j
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Submarine rescue
When
LOS ANGELES
former Navy officer David
1.3va1lee heard of the tragic
lass of the atomic submarine
Thresher off the New England
coast in April, 1963, he had
already been involved in
preparing a short manuscript
on submarine service.
'•1 had written a short story,
about 50 pages, when I returned

In defense of kids
and other animals

Want to give the
gift of Christmas
'every day hi the
year--a gift to be'
opened every day
in the vear-a gift that's informatice,
exciting. entertaining and
different front any other gift
you could gire?

Give a wonderful
Gift Subscription to the

LEDGER & TIMES
by Inuit:

MAIL SUBSCRIPTION RATES

•

threat to the sexy dachshund
down the street, but he's upset
some neighbors by giving of
himself to their shrubs and
lawns."I try to keep him in, but
he does wander off," said the
matron lady. "When he does
something to upset a neighbor,
I apologize to the neighbor and
scold Brewester. And if they'll
call me, I'll even go over and
clean it up."
The matron lady's complaint
is that the owners of dogs with
poor manners deserve less
criticism than the parents of
children with poor manners
"We put up with a lot that the
parents just wouldn't believe —
in fact, when you tell them,
they won't believe you," she
said But I believe her because
I sem the elm tree. •—

No 1,mo on
what you br,ng
on each couoor
The
more
valuable
coupons you use
the more you
save
Take

His book's finest moments
are those in which he describes
the crewmen's desperate fight
for survival aboard the crippled submarine.
rescue
apparatus
All
described in the book, he ex-
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plained, actually exist except
for the submarine itself and a
Russian rescue chamber used ;
toward the end.
"I use a deliberately contrived sub design in the book," ;
he said,"so as riot to alarm the ;
Navy by publishing classified
information."
The Russian diving bell, in
the book alleged to be superior
to the McCann chamber, is
merely an invention of the
author based upon unclassified
reports he read in Soviet
journals describing a similar
research craft.

After the war, he attended
college on the GI Bill but
decided to rejoin the Navy.
During the early Sixties, he
participated in two expeditions
to Antarctica, sponsored by the
National Science Foundation.
He retired train the Navy in
1965.

In a recent speech to a Los
Angeles audience, Rear Adm.
Maurice Rindscopf, coordinator of the Navy's Deep
Submergence
Systems
program-.- eafte-eded• ilia.'"
progress has been overdue, but
explained that his staff has
been working on 4a new submarine rescue vessel that,
when operational, can descend
to depths of 2,000 feet to
liberate crewmen entombed in
a disabled sub.
The system, he said, is known
as deep submergence rescue
vehicle I DSRV ).
At the present, the Navy
relies primarily on apparatus
that can take rescue personnel
to depths of 850 feet, such as the
McCann rescue chamber.
"Subs are going deeper
nowadays," said Lavallee, an
intense-looking man with a
relaxed manner and easy
snile.
"But I don't think rescue
systems can keep pace with
submarine
development
today," he added.
Lavallee's background in
submarine service spans six
years, from 1948 to 1955, when
he was commissioned. Before
that, he served during World
1 War II with the 7th Amphibious
,i Fleet in the South Pacific. He
had joined the Navy at the age

All Coupons Good Thru
December 31, 1971

-um]

survival

is study in

home and heard of the
Thresher sinking," the lean,
dark-haired seaman recalled.
That event, followed several
years later by the loss of the
submarine Scorpion, convinced
Lavallee he should do a full
novel depicting the Navy's
lagging underwater rescue
caps bilities
The book, just released and
entitled "Event 1000," is a
chilling &remelt of the struggle
far survival by crewrnembers
aboard the atomic submarine
Lancerfish, rammed by a
merchant vessel while approaching New York harbor.
The sub sinks 1,200 feet to the
ocean floor
Lavallee stresses the book is
tamely a fictionalized account
of what could happen, adding:
"It is not meant as an indictment against the Navy."
Nonetheless, the
book
pointedly
illustrates the
ineffectiveness of current
rescue methods, a situation the
Navy does not deny.
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Wow! The Big Wheel is perfect for
Christmas. The low slung suspension,
real engine sound, longhorn handle bars
and rear racing slicks make it the
sportiest wheel toy going this year.
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u
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by MARX
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3
at stress points. Chain drive. Ages
to 10.
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helps protect furniture. Complete attachments include rug and floor tool, crevice tool.
dusting brush, upholstery and fabric nozzle,
two wands woven hose

wrap around bumper, vibrating action brush, handy accessory kit includes dusting
brush, floor and wall brush,
upholstery and fabric nozzle,
crevice tool, kink-proof hose,
2 chrome plated steel wands.
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Soviet Vow Support To Egyptians

IT'S TOUGH

By united Press International

Crime,
too often,
does pay

The Soviet Union will support
any move by Egypt to resolve
the Middle East crisis, by war
or by peace, the Soviet
anihassador to Cairo said
today.
It was the first time a Soviet
official has publicly endorsed
President Anwar Sadat's declaration that a continuing deadlock in Middle East peace
efforts left Egypt no option but
to fight.
Soviet Ambassador Vladimir
Vinogradov's remarks to newsmen appeared on the front page
today of the newspaper Al
Goumhouriya.
"We support Cairo's decision,
whether it is for peace or the
battle, because in either case it
will lead to liquidation of the
University Wind SinGUEST APPEARANCE—Paul Shahan, left, conducts the Murray State
Israeli) aggression," he said,
as
evening,
Tuesday
Patrick
c,oncert
held
fonietta and the Symphonic Band during the annual winter
with the Nashville according to the newspaper.
trumpeter
solo
is
the
McGuffey
soloist.
guest
of
role
the
in
performs
E. McGuffey
"If the solution is to be war
Symphony Orchestra and Nashville Little Symphony.
support you to make it a
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) we
war with a minimum of losses.

By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service
In my various professional
capacities, I find myself doing
a lot of things that affect a lot of
people.
Two years ago, I found that a
bail bondsman makes a lot of
money. At that point, the enterprising nature of my personality began to exert itself. I
went through all the channels
and so forth, and shortly, I
opened a bail bond agency.
This was a new adventure because previously I never expected to be involved with or to
try to understand the position
of an individual who may have
done wrong. I've always been
an advocate of capital punishment. I've always been an
advocate of the law being a
1
very rigid instrument to be
I.
used for the protection of the
majority of the people, whose
axistence depends on en- forcement of the law.
learned some very interesting things since becoming a
'
bondsman.
1. The law is not necessarily
racist from the standpoint of
color. But it is prejudiced from
the standpoint of the dollar.
2. A big dope pusher who sells
enough heroin in a month to addict 1,000 youngsters normally
does not go to jail, because his
money keeps him free.
As a bail bondsman, when
I'm called, I'm not called by
the little guy who makes a mistake. I'm called by the animal
whose survival is based on the
destruction of humanity. I'm
called by the junky, who has a
850- to $75-a-day dope habit,
who would rob his own mother
for the opportunity to stick a
needle in his arm.
I'm called by the burglar who
is so proficient in his profession, that he need not carry a
gun because without a gun, if
apprehended, he would have
more of a chance for probation.
I'm called by tank robber
who is inhuman
h to stick
. a -double-barreled, sawed-off
shotgun in some poor lady's
face — a man whose frustrated
mind might direct tom to blow
her head off.
•
I'm called by the sadist, the
pimp who takes out his frustra; bons on the sick prostitute who
walks the streets day and night
to support this male animal
,
;
;.
;.
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Housing shortage near
crisis level in Israel

CARDS BEGAN IN 187S
NEW YORK (AP) — The
first American Christmas cards
were made in 1875 in Roxbury,
Mass., by Louis Prang, a lithographer who had perfected a
process of color printing about
100 years ago, says Irving CoAlmost all apartments must
of the public housing is hen,
president of a. card shop
By JEANNE KUEBLER
be purchased in Israel. Young
allocated
to
immigrant chain.
Copley News Service
after
out
starting
Israelis, just
families, While some goes to
Prahsea'rIjtatds were acJERUSALEM — Jeannette,. Army service and perhaps the
slum-diteUlag larger families. claimed the vjld over and the
After protests by young few remainin
25, quiet-spoken and heavily university, cannot afford the
y are conpregnant, is being taken to Soaring prices of privately built
Israelis, some 6,000 housing sidered collector's item,
can
parents
Unless
governflats.
Israeli
units were set aside last year
court by the
provide the money for the
ment.
for young couples on special RECORD GAS
Wife of a soldier now on duty, substantial investment needed, terms. That left, the couples
LONDON (UPI) —Gordon
Jeannette has committed a most young couples cannot buy
point out, 18,000 new families Jones, concerned because many
crime that is increasingly flats of their own.
on their own.
of the potential customers who
But the case of Jeannette and
common in the Jewish state
This summer the protests drive into his self-service gas
her husband is not typical in
these days.
mounted. Almost daily "squat- station drove off again on
another respect.
Despairing of eller receiving
ins" were conducted by
reading the instructions, inBoth are immigrants — 'Young Couples' Associations"
the apartment promised her as
an immigrarzt five years ago, originally from Morocco.— and ground -the country. Young stalled a tape recorder to
Jeannette moved into an empty
thus entitled to a government- marrieds took over empty flats explain how to operate the
government-built apartment
built flat. The Jewish Agency in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa pumps. Business shot up 300
several months ago.
has tried to persuade them to and Ashkelon. Others camped per cent, he said.
Jeannette's "crime" was accept a loan equivalent to out in an Ashdod park near the
conunitted quietly and without
perhaps a third of the amount municipal offices.
the fanfare that has ac- needed to buy an apartment on
The demonstrations outraged
companied dozens of similar
the private housing market.
many government officials.
"squat-ins" by groups of young
Jeannette refused. She could
But they also got results. OfIsraeli couples — both sabras not afford both repayment of ficials found that a number of
native-born) and immigrants. the loan and the monthly flats nearing completion could
But persuasion by Housing
payment on the flat even if she be turned over to the newMinistry officials and the police
could find one on the private lyweds
did not budge her from her new
market for the relatively small
The number of available
three-room home. Unwilling to loan.
apartments still is meager
The housing shortage, compared with the demand
force a young pregnant immigrant out onto the street, the
particularly for the less af- built up over the years. AM the
police turned the case over to fluent, gets far more attention
terms for the special housing
here than high diplomatic
the courts.
are far from lenient by U. S.
And so the state of Israel is discussions about "interim" or
standards. Recently
hauling Jeannette into court for "special" or any other kind-oL registration was opened fatflats in a' Jerusalem project irf,
eviction proceedings.
Suez Canal agreements.
Last year 24,000 Jewish
which the lucky couples would
The case is a typical one, in
that many other young couples couples married, while almost
be given loans of 9,000 Israeli
are critically in need of housing 31,000 dwellings were compounds about 811,200 The flat
in an economy where there is pleted, approximately onewould cost another 60,000
virtually no rental housing.
third of it public housing. Much
pounds, however.

Most of these individuals
have a great clea. in common
They are very hard, cold and
frightening. They are part of a
great many people in our society who will tell you they need
help, or their childhood was
bad, or they suffered a
traumatic experience, and then
just went off on a spree of the
worst kind of crime.
I think President Nixon can
establish as many crime institutions as he wants, and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Central Intelligence Agency can brag about
how proficient they are. But,
the real facts about crime are:
1. Crime does pay.
2. Many millions of dollars
are spent yearly by these misguided individuals in their purswts to stay out of jails.
I need not tell you that in a
great many jails and correction
institutions inmates are treated
worse than animals. I've seen
with my own eyes acts of torture by law officers upon inmates. I've seen acts of
violence, cold-blooded killing
and torture by inmates upon officers.
In our country, I fear we will
never stop crime. We will never
stop graft and corruption. I
fear we will never stop merciless killing_ But, unless we do
we will surely have the.ingredients that will one day destroy
our country.

ROYAL HOLIDAYS
LONDON ( UPI i—Queen Elizabeth danced with her butlers
and footmen and Prince Philip
squired the chambermaids in
the Royal Family's annual
Christmas staff party.
Prince Charles, on holiday
leave from the Royal Navy,
and Princess Anne joined their
parents at the dance Thursday
night held this year at Windsor
Castle.
The queen returned to London
atter the party while Philip.
Charles and Anne took an
overnight train to Scotland to
spend a few days at their
Balmoral country estate.
The family will all return to
Windsor Wednesday to celebrate Christmas, the palace
said

We shall stand with you always,
in war and peace."
Sadat in November said "the
tune for battle has come" but
added that war could be
averted if Israel publicly stated
it would withdraw from all
occupied Egyptian territory.
The semi-official Al Ahram
newspaper said today the heads
of state of Egypt, Syria and
Libya will meet next week for
talks on recent developments in
the Mideast crisis.
Sadat of Egypt, Maj. Gen.
Hafez Assad and Premier Col.
Muammar Khadafy form the
presidential council-.
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Intangible Gifts Are Bringing
Best Blessings, in Abundance
Among the treasures and
pleasures of Christmas, gifts
loom large—as all who greet
the Yuletide as a season of
laughter and a time to be
glad of heart well know.
Tangible gifts, large and
small, have their place in
the holiday scheme of things.
They're the outgoing expression of the generous Christmas spirit.
It's the intangible gifts,
though, that seem to shine
most ladiantly, Christmas

after Christmas.
The delighted smiles of
children and the wonder in
their eyes, the privilege of
aiding the less fortunate, the
opportunity to cherish and
strengthen friendships and
family ties, the renewed
spirituality, the solid foundations of health, happiness and
love, faith and hope—these
are the intangible gifts.
Blessed indeed is the
Christmas that brings an
abundance of such gifts!
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National woes get full
White House attention
By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Behind the
scenes in the White House, one
of the most intensive efforts in
recent history has been
mounted to determine if science can be put to harness in
solving some of the nation's
more difficult problems.
Target areas receiving attention include the deteriorating
U.S. trade and payments position, the growing inefficiency of
certain industries, unemployment, pollution, transportation
and a coming national power
shortage.
The effort to harness science
and technology to such practical goals is centered on William T. Magruder, who managed the administration's
abortive fight for the supersonic transport and is now a
special counsel to the President.
But ills also spread through
many other parts of the White
House staff, including the
Domestic Council and Office of
Science and Technology, with
additional imputs coming from
several task forces and the Department of Commerce.
The end result, if all goes
well, will be a series of proposals for stimulating new
problem-solving technology
that will be incorporated in
President Nixon's State of The
Union message in January.
Tax benefits; loan guarantees, federal cost sharing and
changes in antitrust laws to
permit joint industrial research are among the incentives being considered.
While the shape of the final
product — if ever approved --is still somewhat vague and
visionary, the intent and the
need are not.
For years the federal government has provided funds to finance basic research not
necessarily related to immediate social or economic application.
Now a major redirection of
the federal role is being considered that would inject the

government into the production
process and internal economics
of a broad spectrum of industries. In the past, it has done
this only in the aerospace and
defense fields.
There may be no alternative
to this federal intervention if
productivity-efficiency levels
are to be raised sufficiently to
permit the United States to
best its way back into international markets rather than
watch its trade slip deeper and
deeper into the red.
The roots of the effort are
varied.
By far the most detailed information and research has
come from Michael T. Boretsky, a senior policy analyst in
the Department of Commerce.
He has accumulated data to
support the concept that the
key to an export surplus is centered in the high technology
area.
But he say-s that since the
mid-1960s the U.S. surplus in
this area has ceased to grow
and may even begin to decline
unless the government steps in
to faster research and development of new technologies.
Another element in the formation of the idea came from
President Nixon, who very
early in his administration let it
be known he wanted federal research and development funds
to produce a useful and foreseeable return.
That philosophy struck no
discordant notes with Dr. FAward E. David Jr., the President's science adviser, who
came out of an applied science
and engineering background as
executive director of communications systems at the Bell
Telephone Laboratories.
He has been looking into the
R and D problem ever since he
joined the Nixon team.
Another key figure has been
Peter G. Peterson, executive
director of the President's
Council on International Economic Policy, created by Mr.
Nixon in January.
In April, Peterson gave the
President an in-depth briefing

on the increasingly' serious
trade problems the nation is
facing, and provided statistics
demonstrating the need to increase productivity.
He used documented research and development data
showing that the federal role in
subsidizing scientific research
had declined in 1968 and 1969,
and the input of private funds
had declined simultaneously.
The President's Council of
conomic Advisers during the
same period also came to the
conclusion, after intensive
analysis, that there was underinvestment in science and technology.
One result of all this was a
July 1 letter sent to 15 government departments and agencies by John Ehrlichman, head
of the President's Domestic
Council, asking them to submit
a list of problems in the
domestic field and foreign
trade that might be subject to
solution by application of better
technology.
Magruder was then brought
into the White House staff in
August to coordinate the various efforts, and on Sept. 9 Mr.
Nixon, in an address before a
joint sesion of Congress, disclosed part of what he had in
mind, saying:
"We must set as our goal today an economy that within 10
years will provide 100 million
jobs for America. To meet that
goal, we need new tax incentives. ... We need new programs to insure that America's
enormous wealth of scientific
and technological talent is used
to its fullest in the production
for peace. ...
"Let us find the means to insure that in this decade of challenge that remarkable technology that took . Americans
to the moon can also be applied
to reaching our goal here on
earth.
"That is why in the next session of(ongress, I shall present
new proposals ... to insure the
maximum enlistment of America's technology in meeting the
challenges of peace."

;*

The extraordinar:s
Santa Clause
covers all your
Christmas
spending
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Every Bank has a Christmas Club, but only the extraordinary bank has the Santa Clause to 'Cover all your
Christmas spending.
Come into the Extraordinary Bank and let us tell you
about all the Christmas Club plans available. We'll
arrange the amount and payment schedule that will be
most convenient for you.
Then, when your next holiday season begins, we'll have
the money to make Christmas merry and carefree for
you.
Let us be the extraordinary Santa Clause that covers all
your Christmas spending.
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you
let us.
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MURRAY
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CHRISTMAS VALUES

PRICES GOOD NOW THRU
CHRISTMAS EVE, DEC. 24.
LIMIT RIGHT RESERVED.

U.S. GRADE A TURKEYS!
CARGILL'S 18 to 22-lb. U. S. D. A. GRADE A

Vow

FLAKE OR TWIN

33c

Tom
Turkeys
U.
Cargill Turkeys

375

450

Ac
lb.

KROGER 18 to 24-lb. U. S. D. A. GRADE A

.5

Wishbone_ Turkeys
,Butterball Turkeys

lb.

,_VPVisi,k7..,

SWIFT'S FAMOUS 18 to 20-lb..
,

lb

37`
49`

Baking Hens

lb.

KROGER GRADE A 10-14-lbs.

Sell Basing Turkey

47c

lb.

FAMILY PAK OF 3 to 5-lbs.

Fresh Fryer Legs

lb.

FAMILY PAK OF 3 to 5-lbs.

Fresh Fryer Breast

lb.

KROGER SLICED.OR.

u

FRESH, MEATY

Fryer Leg Quarters

ib•

with our coupon

49C

JUMBO ROLLS

3

Hi C Drires

Kroger Vegetable Oil
Whole Green Beans

lb.

BUSH'S SMALL

Al Green Limas

4
4

1-1b.
cans
1-1b.
cans

Viva Towels

4
3
4
4 ,2..,
for

KROGER TENDER

Golden Corn

59C

39;
43c

S1

Cling Peaches

3 Breast Quarters
3 Leg Quarters
3 Wings and 2 Giblets

14-oz.
bottles

Kroger Catsup

LVES

Hf

lb.

69c

can

17-oz.
..ans
KROGER Cream Style or Whole Kernel
1-1b.
inc
ALL FLAVORS
46-oz
cans
FOR FRYING OR BAKIN1f.
48-oz
bottle

MIXED -(BREAST AND LEG)

Fryer Quarters

3-lb.
1-oz.
pkg.

FINE-FLAVORED

Wed Pineapple

FRYING
CHICKEN

55C

lb.
KROGER GRADE A SMALL 10-14-lbs.

Wishbone Turkeys

Close at 6:00 p.m.
Open Sunday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.

ETERGEN

3 $1

FAMILY PAI<

TOP
Mai

KROGER WILL CLOSE
CHRISTMAS DAY ...

AVONDALE

39c

inq

AJAX

pkgs

MEDALLION FROZEN

excluding tobacco, and in addition
to any other purchase requirements.
Expires Dec. 24. Limit one.

GIANT SIZE

BROWN
'N SERVE
TWIN
ROLLS

S. D. A. GRADE A 10 to 14-1b.

00 Ea*

oh s coupon ond

1-1b.
cans

Si

Small Green Peas

S

Whole Kernel Corn

NIBLETS GOLDEN

cans

KROGER CUT
No. 3
can

Sweet Potatoes

89'
Si
Si

KROGER
11-oz.
cans

4

Mandarin Oranges
KROGER HALVES

No. 214
29-oz.

Build Pears

MEAL TIME

SLICED

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

PORK

lb.

FRUIT

BACON
59c53c

ROAST

31

PIES
or Coconut Custard

z

20-oz.
each

29c

fresh Strawberries

qt.

Whole Smoked Ham 59, ft Pink Grapefruit
cg Semi Ms. Ham
79, Fresh Tangerines
Fresh Brocoli
Cut
Ham
E-Z
89c Navel Oranges
Boneless Ham
99' Fresh Cranberries
Wieners
ALL-BEEF
FRESH
•

Red Rome Apples

FLORIDA

lb

MORRELL PRIDE WHOLE 12 to 16 lbs

FLORIDA -SWEET

•

TENDER, YOUNG

MORRELL FULLY - COOKED Whole, 12. 14 lbs

CALIFORNIA

MORRELL FULLY - COOKED Whole, 15 - 17 lbs

TART, PLUMP

FRESHLY--GROUND

MORRELL

PRIDE-

58c

lb.

s

12 oz
pk

lb

I I

419c

$ 09
Rib
Steaks

JUICY SWEF '

for

for

bchs
for

CORN
1089c

5

uo,.

Nue

GOLD CREST FANCY

cu Chocolates
toe

IIIMIIIIIMMITHIPPITIlt
1•••
111

.

WORTH Si CASH

.7.7a

purchase of one SMART CHICK
PANTY & HOSE SET or SMART CHICK
HOSE thru Dec 24 L.m.1 1 SubtlIct to
applicable taxes
toward

1111111111111111111411101111101.111111111111

..111

4-lb.
box

GOLD CREST

Holiday Mix
-

S.

,,c

21-oz.
V
bag

GOLD CREST

Crimped Ribbon

I l'A-or. anc
bag

GOLD CREST ASSORTED
•••••

Filled Candy

pkg.

•IP

GOLD CREST CANDY
S.
••••
••••
co=

Gold Medal Flour

• r•

with this coupon thru Dec. 24.
Limit 1. Subject to applicable taxis.

Barber Poles

5 lb: 49c

aluvrtorilmtvvrtinvil

...

0 Christmas
Candy!

with
r'llP

/or

'ofeoldifilthfoisTattiMitit',«r,
-4,
EXTRA Tots
Value Stamps

69C

this coupon thru Dec. 24.
Limit 1. Subject to applicable taxes.

S1.50
Dec. 24

•••
1.4

Ire with this coupon and purchase of 2 ..•
,
pkgs. KROGER OLD FASHIONED
HOOP or MILD DAISY CHEESE a Zel
Kroger stores. Good thru Fri DIsc. 244.4
Limit one.

,TintittittfiMiTiMitlittnt
Giant Ajax Detergent

more Christmas Candy, thru

•••11

Itutiipmfmulatinumniv

NC
!!

39(

EXTRA TOP
VALUE STAMPS

Limit 1.

FLORIDA
ORANGES

99'
89
69
99(

for

lb

$

s coupon & purchase
Of

.'h
bag

TENDER,SWEET

(f S (1101C

FAMILY
K
3 to 0)

8
10
14
2
10

fb
I oSr

ToTittofiblittliTK'*

69c

*JUICY, MELLOW

DELICIOUS - FULLY COOKED 16 to 19 lbs

4-lbs.
or more

5

CALIFORNIA

,HOLIDAY HAM HEADQUARTERS

HAMBURGER

OLEO

Apple, Peach, Cherry Custard,

It)

MORRELL PRIDE

CLOVER
VALLEY

BANQUET CUSTARD OR

6'A-oz. 4C)c
each

GOLD CREST FANCY
C.
lbe

Choi'olates

2-1b.
box

()
q
(t
Litj

-7111161iiiliawasimashia9e-;
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CH.
WSI
5:30 Nei
6:00 Cat
6:25 We
6:30 She
7:00 Na
7:30 Sia
8:00 Fa
11:00
11:30 .1U
12:30 Ni

HO-HO-HO
10-10-10

8:30 Lai
9:00 Thl
10:00 US
10:30 TI'
11:00 Be
11:30 Pa
12:00 MI
12:30 Mf
100 Ne9
1:30 Oat
2:00 Ger
2:30 One
3:00 Lo'
3:30 Ma
5:00 Ciu
5:30 Nev
600 Nev
6.30 Xm
7 00 Co
8:00 Lan
9 00 Spe
10:00 Ne
10 30 Ca

Christmas

PEAN
PFAN

FRIGIDAIRE

BUY MOM r1.

BLON

Custom Deluxe Mod& OW-COUP (above)
• 4 cycles
• Dual Detergent Dispenser
• Spots-Away Rinse Conditioner Dispenser

ompimay

Hoovy

•
alressw pe suf.
ain•onn.•••••.•.0•111•0• 4•1101.11•• ex.MO
a0
MM.
110....1010 ONNEN •how/.NMIIMMO
Om.
4111.11p •DOM •••••• _a_ ••••
Min
am OMR

TeHaser snitPam
ilapr-Pop web slew

Duty

Never before so many improvements at one
time That s why we say ft s re-invented

$22995
5 FULL YEARS WARRANTY ON
ry
PARTS, LABOR & SERVICE

Frigidaire!
re-invents
the washet
Never before so many improvoments at one
time That s why we say it s re-invented

Budget Model Washer has
1 pc.to 18 pound capacity
▪

Custom Imperial MoOei OW-ClUP (above)
• 7 cycles plus 5 options
• 150 Wash
• Triple Detergent Dispenser
• Pots & Pans Cycle
• Push -Button Controls with Cyc
indicating Lights

THE PI

•••••••• c•••• •• erg km. 11••••
111.. Owl Ili.. ••••• we..1••••
.10. hoe ••••••••
•.commo•0.0W MM... We ea On,Owe sm...
Mi.. iftin. *mom
•••••
•
••••-•••••••••••
• UMW 0.••••• 4111.0 Coy. .1•••• Ga. M.o./
•••••

Frigidaire!
Ave-inve
the washer

•

$17995

Imperial Model DW-IUP (above)
• 5 cycles
• Rinse & Hold cycle
• Spots-Away Rinse Conditioner Dispenser
• Small Items Baske,

1 piece to 18 pounds or any size load in
seen infinite water level control lets you
-_,Oy the water you need Permanent press
omatc Soak cycle Washer Sanitize

6-position Fabrics Selector gives you -GoofProof programmed washes Washer selects
wash rinse water temperatures and agitate and
spin speeds Washes I piece to 18 pounds—o•
any size load in between Permanent Press
Care Automatic Soak cycle

Frigidaire! 1-18 laundry pair has
Permanent Press Care
with cool-down
Permanent Press Care on both washer and dryer Gentle agitation
period.
rinses. Controlled Flowing Heat with automatic cool-down
Together they help prevent
wrinkles save Ironing.
Exclusive
Jet Circle Spray
slit."'.
to fill—
ynt
.
rwa
A betles
the most thorough rinse
you can get. Rinses as it fills
from not one, but 12 pressurized water jets around
the tub. Sprays down from
the top so clothes get
underwater faster,
get more rinse
action

Eaaker to
load and unload.
Less stoop! Opening is a
full 19" off the floor less
grope' Huge 240 sq in
opening. Dacron Lint
Screen is easy to get to,
easy to clean Traps
even the tiniest
lint particles.

WAS
DAS
$36995
Spacesaver! Together they're just 54" wide!
IL

WARD - ELKINS
"•iiirow
n,

WAIT,
ISN'T
SOME'
WANT

BEFOI
EAT

NAP

Poll

PHONE 753-1713

BEATI

PHONE 7531705

FRIGIFIAIPF
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Senior citizen execs SCORE-ing successes
matters.

By RAY MeHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON - An office
in the basement of an Episco-

pal Church in Chattanooga has
placed 118 senior citizens in
pert-time jobs.
Thirty-nine retired business

execuUves in L'Incinnab have
helped counsel 500 small businesses on tax problems, purchase techniques sales, pro_

duction and personnel
firm
They receive no pay. The
counbenefited reimburses the
travel
selor's out-of-pocket

* Ledger & Times TII Schedule for Monday Evening *
CH. 3
WSIL
5:30 News
6:00 Cactus Pete
625 Weather
6:30 Sherman
7:00 Nan. & Prof
7:30 Blackman
8:00 Football
11:00 News
11:30 Judd
12,30 News

CH.4
WSM
6 : 00 News
4:30 T.B.A.
700 B. Graham
:
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10 : 30 Tonight

.
CH. 5
WLAC
6:30 Dead-Alive
7:00 Gunsmoke
8:00 Lucy
8:30 Doris Day
9:00 3 Sons
9,30 Arnie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

CH.•
WS1X
5:30 News
6:00 Andy Grit.
6:30 Movie
COO NFL
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 G. Acres
7:00 Laugh-In
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 12
KFVS
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Dr. Locke
7,00 Gunsmoke
8:00 Lucy
830 Doris Day
9:00 My 3 Sons
:30 Arnie
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin

CH. 29
V:40XR
600 Movie
727 News
7:30 Theater 29
9 35 Weather
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10,00 Creat. Feat
10.30 Movie
12 - 00 Sports
0

Leder & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday

7:00 Today
5.45 Journal
6:00 Mor.
8,30 LaLanne
9:00 Dinah
6:00 News
7:00 Today
9:00 The Hour
AM
9:30 Content.
N'Ville
6.30
9:00 Dinah
10:00 USDA
Korn,
7..55 Kitc.
10:00 Sale Cen.
910 Concen.
10:30 That Girl
o
10:30 Squares
Kangaro
8:00
10:00 Sale-Cen.
11:00 Bewitched
Truth
11:00 Jeopardy
Tell9:00
10:30 Squares
d
Passwor
11:30
11:30 W-W-W
9:30 T or C
11:00 Jeopardy
12:00 My Child.
Affair
Fam.
11:55 News
10:00
11:30 WWW
of
Life
12:30 Make-Deal
12:00 News
Love
10:30
12:00 Noon
ds
Newlywe
1:00
12:15 Pastor
11:00 Heart Is
1:00 Our Lives
1:10 Dating
12:30 Romp.
Search
11:30
1:30 Doctors
Con.
2:00 Gen. mosp_
12:55 Calendar
Singing
12:00
2,00 An. World
Life
2:30 One
1:00 Lives
12:25 News
2:30 Promise
3:00 Love Am
1:30 Doctors
World
Turns
12:30
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Matinee
2:00 World
1:00
Is
Love
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Cluth Car.
2:30 Promise
1:30 Guiding Light
500 Mayberry
3:00 Somerset
5:30 News
2:00 Secret Storm
5:25 Wea.-Spts.
3:30 Popeye
Night
of
6:00 News
Edge
2:30
530 News
4:00 Gilligan
Pyle
6:30 Xmas Carols 6:00 News
3:00 Gomer
Dan Boone
4:30
7:00 Cousteau
3:30 Gilligan
8:00 Land of Small 6:30 Xmas
4:00 Movie
530 News
g
Wlmsbur
900 Special
6:00 News
5:25 News
6:30 "Xmas
1000 News
6:30 Gr. Acres
6:00 News
Wlmsburg"
l
Campbel
1030 Cavett
6:311
7:00 Laugh-in
lie -rpony sue.
5-0 8 : 00 Movie
7:30 Hawaii
0:30 Nichels
8:30 Cannon
10:00 News
' 9:30 Chang.
9:30 WLAC-TV
10:30 Tonight
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
Movie
•
_ 10:30
I

9:45 Devotional
6:00 Sun. Sem.
6:30 McCoys
6:30 Break. Show 10,00 Movie
7:00 Boto
11:50 Sewing
7:00 News
8:30 Romper
12:00 Gourmet
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
3 Match
12:30
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
1:00 Movie
10:00 Mov.Game 9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Pam. Affair 2:57 News
10:30 That Girl
3:00 Movie Game
10:30 Love-Life
11:30
11:00 Where Heart 3:30 McHale
d
Bewitche
11:00
4:00 Box
11:25 News
11:30 Flipper
4:00 BOZO
11:30 Search
12:00 My Child
Pic.
5:00 Gary
Farm
12:00
-Deal
Make
12:30
12:05 News
5:30 Stan Gunn
1:00 Newlyweds
Weather
12:20
5:57 News
1:30 Dating
12:30 World Turns 6:00 Movie
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
Many 7:27 News
1:00 Love
2:30 One Life
1:30 Guiding Light 7:30 Theater 29
3:00 Password
2:00 Sec. Storm
9:15 Weather
3:30 Love Ain
2:30 Edge-Night
9.40 News
4:00 Jea6ioli
10:00 Creat. Feat.
4:30 Green AcreS 3:00 Lassie
n
Virginia
4:00
News
10:30 Movie
5:00
5:30 News
12:00 Sports
6:00 Andy Grit.
5_0
ll
il
pbe
wa
am
a
C
3o l
:30
7:
sau 6
76:0030 Xmas
J.
.
•
trov Lnaor smarrIA•32 4:
'- )
;-----1
930 Al Onofrio
9:00 Special
News
10:00
10:00 Thief
10:30 Mery Griffin
11:00 News
News
.
12:00 Late
11:30 Cav e?
/a

PEANUTS
THEN, IN5TEAD OF PLA4IN6 A
DURIN5
PUNCH
ErM CLASS WE COULD ALL 5ADOLE
UP, AND 60 FOR LONG IZIOES

BOARD
I 5U66E5T THAT THE
OF EDUCATION BE TOLD
HORSES
A HERD OF TAN-Dr-FOUR

OF STUPID 6AME5

-ro eug

LOTS OF 6000 5056ESTIONS
NEVER GET OFF THE GROUND:

the
Volunteer Program and
university Year For Action.
SCORE now reports more

Twenty-one retired executives have launched a similar
program in San Antonio, Tex.
A day care center and a

than 5,000 volunteers working

across
in almost 300 chapters
the country. It represents about
'nteer
one-fifth of Action's vol.

training center for the mentally
retarded are taking shape in
Lebanon, N.H., both to be
manned by elderly volunteers.
Two youths from Costa Rica
in
are operating a grocery store
New York City under the guidance of a retired businessman.
Twenty Vietnam veterans of

effort.
The project is a two-way
street, says L. Robert Castorr,
officer
a senior SCORE staff
who has just returned to Washington after a tour of nucrwest
probern states "looking for
lems to solve."
Castorr, a retired Army
colonel with a decade of experi-

the New York veterans' hospital are studying business administration under experienced volunteer executives.
A former Sears Roebuck
store manager has -rescued" a
husband-wife hardware store
in Philadelphia from bankruptcy and helped turn it into a
$15,000 a year business.
Thirty low-income families in
Milwaukee have been organized into a buyers' cooperative.
A Portland, Ore., company is
employing women in their own
homes to make flies for sport
fishermen throughout the
Northwest.
Each is a success story for
"SCORE," a governmentsponsored Service Corps Of Retired Executives that is
emerging as one of the Nixon
administration's most promising volunteer progratii.i."
by the
Established iri
Small Business Administration
to tap the talents of the 5,400,000
business
people in
. community, it was designed ta
recruit retirees as volunteers,
applying their experience and

4164

the small

problems of small

skills to the
.businessmen,

particularly

those trying to develop enter-prises in low-income or minority areas.
Early results were spotty and
disappointing, SCORE officials

admit.
"There wasn't much impetus
from SBA," said one. ,
The picture has been- changing rapidly in recent months.
Reorganized in July as part of
the Nixon "Action" program,

BLON DIE

SCORE has been brought under
the same government tent with
the Peace Corps, VISTA, the
Foster.Grandparent Program,
the Active Corps of Executives
(ACE), the Retired Senior

U.S. Clamber of
Commerce and the National
Federation of Independent
Business, contends that in
addition to helping hardpressed firms survive, SCORE
also is providing a tonic to retired executives.
"I've seen a lot of these
volunteers really perk up," he
said. "It's a new lease on life

"Anyone can talk about
horsepower, jet power or
atomic power, but it's still tatman power that really counts.
"If we can harness and motivate this reservoir of talent in
our retired community and if

when they discover that their
experience and skill still count;
that they can be useful; that
they're not just discarded by

"No one likes to see a business fail. It's a personal blow
ty'.
and a loss to any communi
sucthem
"Our job is to help

ence in the

we can get the services of some
active executives on loan from
corporations, we can help a lot
of people and the country.

society.

KeNtAJCKU

Monday,
December 20
400 MR. ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY.(C)

5:10 SESAME STREET.(C)
1:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: Math Four Orientation.
1:3I FOLK GUITAR PLUS:
Two new songs are taught
for all instruments.
710 EFFICIENT READING:
Paragraph Reading Skills.(C)

eaucatoonAt,TeLevinuns,
the French Revolution is
placed in a modern perspective. (C)
1:00 MASQUERADE: Improvisational drama series especially for children. (C)
1:30 ADVOCATES: In a special program, the Advocates
already
issue
debate an
settled by history (C)
1:30 BLACK JOURNAL: A
Black Paper on White Racism, Part It: Black Journal's
discussion of racial suppression continues. (C)
1000 SOUTHERN PERSPECTIVE.

story treatment of the week's
major national or international news story, hosted by
Bill Moyers. (C)
1:00 GREAT AMERICAN
DREAM MACHINE.
MOO FIRING LINE.
11:00 PANMED: For health
professionals only. (C)

Thursday,
December 23

4:00 MR. ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY.(C)
5:00 SESAME STREET.(C)
LIM WINDOW TO THE CLASS7:31 UNIVERSITY OF KY.
ROOM: Images and Things.
PRESENTS: The Lexington
(C)
performs
Quintet
Brass
ALL CON6:20 CALLING
music of the holiday season.
SUMERS: Children's Clothes:
1:00 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK:
4:00 MR. ROGERS' NEIGHclues to selecting the best
Christmas:
American
An
BORHOOD. (C)
for your money in chilWorld of Music. Unusual look
4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY.(C) buy
dren's clothes. (C)
at the many faces or Christ5:00 SESAME STREET.(C)
THE LAND: An
mas, hosted by Burt LanCOO WINDOW TO THE CLASS- 0:25 LAW OF
•
--ROOM: Kentucky Is My Land. information .SAttiv:
e/m*4z.- SQ..
the public. fer
mweeMITSTATAS' AT BOYS (C)
ITY OF LOUISTOWN: A 65-voice choir from
1:20 CALLING ALL CONSUM- 0:30 UNIVERS CHRISTMAS:.
the world-famous haven foiF ERS: Shoes: how to buy VILLE SINGS
Popular Christmas songs by
homeless youths present a
shoes for proper fit. (C)
the university of Louisville
concert of sacred songs.
6:25 LAW OF THE LAND: An
9:30 BOOK BEAT: Jeannie,
information series on law for choir. (C)
1:30 THE FIR TREE. (C)
Lady Randolph Churchill. (C)
the public. (C)
THIRTY MINUTES WITH:
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEA6:30 HOW DO YOUR CHIL- MOO
Elizabeth Drew interviews a
TRE: Resurrection: Maslova's
DREN GROW: I Hope I Don't
ty in the news. (C)
appeal and her decision to
Have People Eating Dreams. personali
1:31 WASHINGTON WEEK
remain in Siberia. (C)
(C)
Washing1:03 EFFICIENT READING. IN REVIEW: Four
ton newsmen discuss the
(R)
week's newsmaking events.
7:30 WORLD OF THE AMERICAN CRAFTSMAN: Winslow (C)
11:00 HOLLYWOOD TV THEAEaves, Sculptor. (C)
4:00 MR. ROGERS NEIGHTRE: The Plot to Overthrow
To
Make
CHEF:
FRENCH
0:00
D.
BORHOO
(C1
Christmas: Mock-heroic play
a Boche. (C)
4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY.(C)
destroy
1:30 THIS WEEK: A Cover reveals an attempt to
5:00 SESAME STREET.(C)
Christmas by the Devil and
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASShis arch-fiends. (C)
ROOM: Nobody But Yourself
10:00 WORLD PRESS: The
6:30 A NAVY CHRISTMAS:
KEY
week's news as reported in
Decipicts navy men around
(R) INDICATES REPEAT newspapers around the world.
the world playing Santa for
10:45 DAVID LITTLEJOHN:
BROADCAST.
children of their particular
Critic at Large: Films of the
locale, hosted by Jonathan
(C)INDICATES PROSeason II. (C)
Winters (C)
GRAM IS IN COLOR.
NOTE: KET IS OFF THE
7:00 CIVILISATION: The FalAIR ALL DAY FRIDAY,
lacies of Hope": The false

Wednesday,
December 22

Tuesday,
December 21

optimism that gave birth to

DEC. 24.

"My husband, Alexander, is a
• Lt. Commander in the Navy
Four years ago he was reported
missing in action.
There's a chance he was taken
prisoner and is still alive.
But I don't know.
And I can't find out.
Hanoi won't tell our government.
Hanoi won't tell me."

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
PRAY FOR 05!
WAIT, BEETLE
IEN'T TFIERE
SOMETHING YOU

One side ofthePOW
question is notcomplicated.
That the human side.

WANT TO SAY
BEFORE
EAT

YOu

T

NANCY

I.N1

GOING
IN HERE
RARE /
COINS /
BOUGHT //
AND
SOLD

IT'S JUST AN
ORDINARY
QUARTER --WHAT MAKES
YOU THINK IT'S
A RARE
COIN ?

HOW MUCH
WILL YOU GIVE
ME FOR
THIS
RARE
COIN?

/

IT'S THE FIRST
LOAN SLUGGO
EVER PAID
BACK
,TOME)

---77r7r8,
el••••=1

UV ABNER
OUT WE'LL NEED
SOME 0-tANGE
FOR TN/het-PEOPLE LIKE
ME NEVER
- CARRY
MONEY --

I'LL CASH
A CHECK.

4.3

THERE'S MY
IDENTIFICATION-

ALL
YOU'RE.-51G1-1!!- HER,
- Oat'.
RiGHT-S0 I CAN.,
r
'CU ANY CASH - EiLJ I
CAN GIVE'YOU A LOT
OF SYMPATHYlf-

1111‘,
f
411
w o-

so long
HOUGH the prisi iner-ot- of the men you have held
tN
captivi
secret
Ill
war question is often comAssure the world through unplex and even confusing.
official observers that you
biased
simple.
'
elone side of it should be V
an Prisoners
That's the part that deals with the are treating Americ
standards long
e
human
, cording to
'
treatment of pristiners of W.11". MM.
nations.
i
civiiix‘
by
ed
not a political issue, but a human practic
1564IC.
Thies the issue.
Ile)f course, vve ;ill ivant tile war to
Its that simple.
end and the pris4iners of war to be
its that non-political.
released is soon as possible.
its that human.
But Meill1WhIle there is no need
C,111 Oren its prison camps
I
(tit Hanoi and its ;lilies to delay even
observers without barneutral
to
plea:
this
niz
a day in .111•Weri
Let your PO\V camps in North gaining, even without consultation.
By doing so now, Hanoi would
Vietnam, South Vietnam, C,Imbk,of
&la and Laos be visited by neutral van) the gratitude of millions
ans and find new stature in
Americ
observers.
Let the wiirld klloW the names the eyes of the world.

ALT

SUPPORT
OUR PLEA
TO HANOI
AND ITS ALLIES:
,Clear away the doubts —
Open your prison camps to
neutral observers...
now!

give. All

American
We ask no More than we
4'ternamese prison camps are inand
official neutral observersilected regularly
the RLNICross.
The International

South

by
G'invnitteecit

• •

fiem

19k -

Ark
1111/ Amentt..111 RCA t

conic

14 I he public

east Asia.

National League of Families of American Prisoners and Missing in South
INN K- Sticut.

•

W
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PRICES GOOD THRU THURSDAY, DEC. 23

MEMBES
& UN=

Se€

a
7t,
r
t

Nice to
who now
Florida,
code is 3

1

"I was
failed to
Shelton
bspitalt
I came I
Hope I a
June whe
Murray
although
down ha
frost yet,
and the
real prett
intim ugg
in the eel
off ofthe4
too well.
down. I
Mee%

a

Ft-

20"
BOY'S or
GIRL'S

BICYCLES

lir
A211
11
year Ail

•Banana Seat
•Hi-Rise Handlebars

OPEN

Nablus I
calla the
unlisted z

Reg. $3.•94

iTILI1Opm

Itanels
relii

26" BICYCLE

year,to 1

•Large Wheels
•Standard Seat

Reg. '44

BIG WHEEL

COASTER WAGON
by A.M.F.
Reg.

• Real
Engine
Sound

For coasting fun or
carrying things!

Magenta Color

• Wide Slick
Tires

s/297

• Front Wheel Power
• Rugged Plastic and
Steel

MARVEL
THE MUSTANG No batteries or motor. Just
mount up and gallop away!
Spurs and saddle.

Reg. $1381

Reg. '996

'p11.1
saw the
marriage
during TI
term as
Thirtpee
week as
married
them. Th
to 73year
down. I
down.
"The I
Boyce Jo
is Bur
annalle
118111mdi
Ola Ord
Baked; I
Opal Ph
andlM
(Centki

Reg.
s1296

HOT FOOT DRAGSTER
With Rechargabl
e Battery

By
ELDON

•Has Windshield

Firemi
Richm
•

3 Wheel
Trike & Wagon

Reg. '159
'

FOOTBALL OUTFIT

Reg.'34"

Helmet, Jersey, Pants, Shoulder Pads
Sizes S-M-L
Official Size

The Mt
answerk
11:45 p.m
Dormitor
Universil
Firm(
from a t
floor of tl
No dams
Three
regular
firemen I
men retu
at 12:10
Zgal

The
rzi=

BASKETBALL
GOAL SET
Regulation size ball.
goal & net. Inflator
pump and needle

Reg. '8'6
SAVE
s1
—

By Unit
Dense
partly
tonight
Kentuck
change
Highs I

MONGOOSE & SNAKE
WILD WHEELIE
•Mongoose & Snake Dragsters
•Booster •Starter •Finish Gate

Reg.
$996
tLQsitf.;ix-e4

HOT WHEELS RUMBLER
MEAN MOUNTAIN
Rumbler Cycles •2 Riders
Mean Mountain
Big Belt Booster
Matchmaker
Starter
•24 Ft. Track

•2
•1
•1
•1

momirAK

y

r t)4,tkiA tktat-4ELK OM

mostly i
mostly I

Santa Will Be At
Roses
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
4-9 p.m.
W Eug
(t

IVZ

EXT
Ester
Thursda

Chanc
otherwil
Thursda
warmini

ternoon
Lows Tt
riding tr
Highs

tk-14:45

